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home of the Minnesota Vikings, groups can experience the state-of-the-art
Vikings Museum, which features interactive displays and a complete history of the
Minnesota Vikings. As one of only four NFL team museums in the country, this is a
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Minnesota Zoo and Fort Snelling, both of which offer behind-the-scenes programs
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From the Editor
It’s better at the beach
The key to my happiness is quite simple: just drop me off at the
nearest beach with a tube of sunscreen, a new novel and some
sunglasses. I can soak in the sun on a sandy shore for hours, and I
know I’m not alone in my love for all things beach.
The beach was a main draw when my husband and I made our
decision to move to Holland, Michigan, located on the coast of Lake
Michigan. Although I don’t visit the lake as much as I should (I swear
I’ll go more this summer), I’m drawn to the beach town culture Holland
offers. And I can easily understand why tour groups flock to this area
and our beautiful lake.
This month, dip your toes into our cover story on not-to-miss beach
towns in the Northeast and Midwest (page 14). Contributor Erica Zazo
takes you from East Coast to “Fresh Coast” and shares things to do
before and after a day on the sand.
On page 36, check out Managing Editor David Hoekman’s piece
on Eagan, Minnesota, a destination offering shopping, history, outdoor
activities and new developments coming soon. Hoekman also dove
into one-of-a-kind experiences in Baltimore, Maryland. On page 62, he
details the Charm City’s experiential tour options, as well as the city’s
tried and true favorites.
In this month’s international feature, I share “a few of my favorite
things” in Salzburg, Austria. The city was a major filming location of my
all-time favorite movie, The Sound of Music. Page 94.
As always, thank you for reading this issue of Group Tour magazine.

«

«

Group Tour Media
is a proud member of:
American Bus Association
California Travel Association
Circle Michigan
Destinations International
Florida Attractions Association

Until next time,

Louisiana Travel Promotions
Association
National Tour Association
New Mexico Hospitality Association
Ohio Travel Association

Courtney Birchmeier
courtney@grouptour.com
Twitter: @courtneygtm

Ontario Motor Coach Association
Southeast Tourism Society
Student & Youth Travel Association
Virginia Motorcoach Association

Up next: In August, we’ll get toes tappin’ with our cover story
highlighting famous musicians. Don’t miss features on Memphis,
Tennessee; Long Beach, Washington; and Spain.
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Cover:

The beach at Holland State Park,
Holland, Mich.
Holland Area Visitors Bureau
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never miss an issue!
Group Tour magazine is crafted with tour planners in mind. Plan better with
exciting destinations, thrilling itineraries, latest travel trends, group-friendly
restaurants and lodging in every issue.
GroupTour.com/subscribe

Do you want more information about one
of our advertisers?
GroupTour.com/gtmrsc to request more information.
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news & notes
Cultural Center of Cape Cod
to host rare motorcycles

From Sept. 20 to Nov. 24, the Cultural Center of Cape
Cod in South Yarmouth, Massachusetts, will be filled
with an exhibit of Harley-Davidson motorcycles and motorcycle art. The collection comes from David McGraw,
who has worked for decades to acquire and restore
iconic Harleys and other fine machines, including some
so rare that even Harley-Davidson does not own them.
508-394-7100, cultural-center.org

The Henry Ford adds
self-driving test vehicle

The Henry Ford in Dearborn, Michigan, has
acquired one of General Motors’ first self-driving
test vehicles. Originally making its debut testing
on the streets of San Francisco in 2016, the car
was one of GM’s first test vehicles to operate on
public roads autonomously. The vehicle is now on
display next to the 1959 Cadillac El Dorado near
the entrance of the “Driving America” exhibit inside Henry Ford Museum of American Innovation.
It’s the first autonomous car to be added to the
museum’s collection.
313-982-6001, thehenryford.org
Courtesy of Visit Fort Wayne

Courtesy Cultural Center of Cape Cod

Canada adds 5 signature experiences

Destination Canada, Canada’s national tourism marketing organization,
has added five new members to the Canadian Signature Experiences collection. The new members are: West Coast Overlanding Escape, by Hastings Overland, British Columbia; Aurora Village ViTeepee Experience, by
Aurora Village, Northwest Territories; Newfoundland; Circumnavigation,
by Adventure Canada, Newfoundland and Labrador; Inglewood Edibles –
Made by Mavericks, by Alberta Food Tours, Alberta; and Battle Harbour
– Forgotten in Time, by Battle Harbour Historic Trust, Newfoundland and
Labrador.
destinationcanada.com

Hard Rock expands in Times Square

Hard Rock International is expanding its presence in the Times Square
Theatre District of New York City. The brand has signed a lease renewal
for at least 17 years at its existing location at 1501 Broadway and is
growing the Rock Shop by 1,335 square feet. Hard Rock Cafe New York
features a 708-seat restaurant, the Rock Shop and unique outdoor space
above the building’s historic marquee, where guests can host private parties amid the lights and excitement of Times Square.
212-343-3355, ext. 8200; hardrock.com/cafes

Violins of Hope coming
to Fort Wayne

Violins of Hope, a collection of 50 violins
that survived the Holocaust, will be in Fort
Wayne, Indiana, Nov. 11–23. There will be performances on the violins, lectures, genealogy,
theater, interfaith gatherings, and film and instrument exhibitions. Visit Fort Wayne can help
tour planners arrange a visit for the project.
260-424-3700, visitfortwayne.com
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Explore Star Trek’s worlds

Groups can set a course for the Henry Ford Museum of American Innovation in Dearborn, Michigan, to experience “Star Trek: Exploring New
Worlds,” a fully immersive, limited-engagement exhibition. Navigate
through more than 100 rare artifacts and props, including the original
U.S.S. Enterprise navigation console. Re-create memorable scenes with
the transporter simulator and the KHAAAN! scream booth. The exhibition
is on view until Sept. 2 at the museum, part of The Henry Ford.
313-982-6001, thehenryford.org

spotlight

Ruggero Scoma delivers
Italy’s splendor

«

RS Travel Development is an inboundtour operator and coach company based
in Rome. Italy is its main field of action, but it
also operates in Austria, Germany and France.
The company arranges all kinds of groups and
FIT holidays. Managing editor David Hoekman
talked with Ruggero Scoma, the company’s
founder.

Q: Describe your company.
A: While we regularly organize land tours for
cruise guests, we are experts in religious tours
and pilgrimages as well as tailor-made tours,
including theme groups such as culinary trips,
performance tours, special events, etc. Since
our establishment in 1997, we have had much
experience and cooperate with many related
companies, in particular from North America.

Q: Does RS Travel development have a signature tour?
A: I named my company RS Travel Development with a reason and since the beginning
I saw the business this way: working with
international tour operators who have an idea
of a tour to offer. Our duty is to “develop” that
idea to make it the best, because we are here,
and we know how things go. Then, more than
offering a tour, we like to cooperate with our clients to build up a perfect itinerary according to
the needs and expectations of their customers.
This might be a faith tour or a culinary tour or a
performance or simply a visit of Italy, but there
is not usually a set tour for the reasons I stated.

Q: What industry trends are
you noticing?
A: In my opinion and to make a comparison
with food, we now have “slow tourism” and
“fast tourism.” This latter is that of internet. Anyone can go online and pick whatever offer and
arrange a trip on his own (at his own risk). But
can he organize, for example, a Mass celebration in St. Peter’s, or a dinner in a restaurant
unknown by tourists or a performance at the
University of Rome? I don’t think so, and these
are just samples of things we normally do.
Tour operators have to go over the simple visit
or leisure but try to offer something new. The
tourist himself is definitively more informed and
demanding.
And this is the trend: offering something
new and special, which the internet cannot do.

Q: What advice do you have
for a U.S. tour operator who
is considering offering
a trip to Italy?
A: North Americans love Italy, there is no
doubt. I again realized this during the last NTA
exhibition in Milwaukee when I met many U.S.
colleagues. Ours is a beautiful country, but
unfortunately its beauty is not matched by a
good organization. Let us “fight” with the rules
and let the U.S. operators only work on their
customers. n
RS Travel Development
+39 0686399613
rstravel.it

What’s the

next
big
thing
for

RS Travel
Development?

“

Working in the faith travel
business, the most important
thing for us will be The Passion
Play, which will take place in
Oberammergau, Germany, in
2020. When I attended the Passion Play 2000, where I brought
a few thousand pilgrims, I was
very surprised in noticing that
most of the pilgrims came from
North America. This event has
become a must in international
travel and most of the U.S.
operators wish to bring people
and arrange tours with a stopover in Oberammergau. We will
be there again!

”

Photo: Courtesy of Ruggero Scoma

grouptourmagazine.com
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news & notes
Rosecliff hosts
Audubon exhibition

The Preservation Society of
Newport County presents “John
James Audubon: Obsession
Untamed,” in the second-floor
galleries at Rosecliff in Newport,
Rhode Island. The exhibition,
on view until Nov. 3, colorfully
explores Audubon’s relentless
pursuit of the birds of America,
and his determination to see his
artwork published. Highlights
include 29 hand-colored, double
elephant folio-sized aquatints
from Birds of America, exquisite
ladies’ hats and fans illustrating
the early-20th-century craze for
feathers that led to initial conservation efforts, and Audubon’s life
mask and snuff box.
newportmansions.org

MSI exhibit showcases
wearable tech

The Museum of Science and
Industry, Chicago (MSI) has opened
“Wired to Wear,” an exhibit dedicated to the future of wearable
technology. The exhibit shows how
clothing is becoming infused with
tools to make people stronger,
smarter and healthier. True to MSI’s
hands-on approach to science,
“Wired to Wear” is purpose-designed to let guests touch, feel and
even try on certain technologies.
The exhibit will be at MSI through
May 2020, and it requires an additional timed-entry ticket.
773-947-3179, msichicago.org

Museum of Science and Industry, Chicago

READY TO GROW YOUR
STUDENT TRAVEL BUSINESS?
REGISTER TODAY!

The Student & Youth Travel Association (SYTA) is the leading authority on student and youth
travel. We invite you to join us at the 2019 SYTA Annual Conference, August 9 – 13, in
Birmingham, Alabama. When you’re a part of SYTA, you belong to a passionate community of
professionals dedicated to changing young lives through travel.

50+ HOURS
of NETWORKING
OPPORTUNITIES

OVER
20,000
BUSINESS TRADE
MEETINGS

PD

EVENTS

PROFESSIONAL
DEVELOPMENT
SERIES

SPECIAL EVENING
EVENTS

R EG I S T E R TO DAY! / sy ta.org/conference2019 / #S Y TA2019
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GOLF CLASSIC

PORT CITY:

Cincinnati
Randie Adam

Cincinnati, a major port on the Ohio River, is a cultural
center with two major sports franchises, many museums and
eclectic architecture.
Randie Adam is the vice president of marketing and visitor
experience at Cincinnati USA Convention & Visitors Bureau.
She shared details about The Queen City with Managing Editor
David Hoekman.

Q. What makes Cincinnati an appealing port city?
A. Cincinnati is a river city through and through, with rich history and culture dating back

to the city’s beginnings in the late 1700s. Today, as riverboats dock along the Ohio River, visitors have the opportunity to experience the Midwest charm and Southern comfort that create an
unmistakably Cincinnati experience.

Q. What attractions do you recommend cruisers visit?
A. The Banks Entertainment District is one of downtown Cincinnati’s newest developments,

with bars, restaurants, parks, sports, live music and cultural experiences for cruisers to enjoy, just
steps away from the Ohio River. Within a span of a few blocks, visitors can taste Cincinnati’s rich
brewing heritage at Moerlein Lager House or spend time at the 40-acre Smale Riverfront Park.
Sports fans can catch a game with the first professional baseball team, the Cincinnati
Reds, or visit “The Jungle” at Paul Brown Stadium to catch the Cincinnati Bengals in action.
The National Underground Railroad Freedom Center, located in the center of The Banks Entertainment District, is a unique way to learn about the region’s past and Cincinnati’s important
role in our nation’s history.

Q. What advice do you have for cruisers who return
to Cincinnati?
A. Downtown Cincinnati is incredibly walkable, which makes experiencing the city’s energy

and offerings easy and convenient. From the banks of the Ohio River, cruisers can walk to
Fountain Square in the heart of the city and can continue on toward the historic Over-the-Rhine
neighborhood. In each section of downtown, visitors will find vibrant and distinct experiences
that can only be found in Cincinnati.
I encourage visitors to combine tried-and-true Cincinnati classics, like Skyline Chili, Graeter’s
Ice Cream or a visit to the Cincinnati Museum Center, with some of our region’s newer features, like
the shops along Vine Street, new food vendors at Findlay Market or a visit to the Contemporary Art
Center. Various tour companies, like American Legacy Tours or Cincinnati Food Tours, can chauffeur you around Cincinnati and highlight many of the can’t-miss experiences throughout the city. n

OHIO RIVER CRUISE ON
AMERICAN CRUISE LINES
Queen of the Mississippi;
beginning July 3, 2020

Day One: Depart Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania
Day Two: Marietta, Ohio
Day Three: Maysville, Kentucky
Day Four: Cincinnati, Ohio
Day Five: Louisville, Kentucky
Day Six: Louisville, Kentucky
Day Seven: Henderson, Kentucky
Day Eight: Paducah, Kentucky
Day Nine and Day 10: St. Louis, Missouri
American Cruise Lines
800-460-4518
americancruiselines.com

Cincinnati USA Convention & Visitors Bureau
800-543-2613
cincyusa.com
Clockwise from top left: Cincinnati USA CVB, Courtesy of the Banks, CincinnatiUSA.com,
Cincinnati USA CVB/Louis Rideout, American Cruise Lines
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news & notes
Angela Sterling, courtesy of Boston Ballet

Boston Ballet
plans 56th season

Boston Ballet Artistic Director Mikko
Nissinen announced programming for the
2019–2020 season at the Boston Opera
House in Massachusetts. The season runs
Sept. 19–May 31, 2020, and opens with
Giselle. Nissinen’s The Nutcracker returns
with its beloved characters and brilliant
dancing. The spring season includes a
cutting-edge world premiere by Stephen
Galloway and works by choreographers
George Balanchine, Jorma Elo, William Forsythe, Jiří Kylián, Helen Pickett and Jerome
Robbins. Nissinen’s Swan Lake also returns
to captivate audiences.
617-695-6955, bostonballet.org

Parks Canada
to adjust fees

Parks Canada will make a number
of fee adjustments beginning in 2020.
Visitors will see an adjustment of 2.2
percent on many Parks Canada fees,
based on the Consumer Price Index.
The agency said 24 sites have been reclassified, and their admission fees will
be adjusted. Fees for value-added services and amenities, including guided
programs and the travel trade, may be
adjusted after a public consultation.
pc.gc.ca/en

Connecticut craft
brewer opens Area Two

Craft brewer Two Roads Brewing
Company in Stratford, Connecticut,
has opened a $15 million expansion
called Area Two Experimental Brewing
in a state-of-the-art 25,000-squarefoot facility. The expansion is entirely
focused on sour, barrel-aged and experimental beers. It will also feature
a tasting room, seasonal patio and
rooftop beer garden.
203-335-2010,
tworoadsbrewing.com
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Monumental sculpture set for
Frederik Meijer Gardens & Sculpture Park

Frederik Meijer Gardens & Sculpture Park in Grand Rapids, Michigan, has
announced the acquisition and permanent siting of a major site-specific commission by Spanish artist Jaume Plensa. Designed and created to be an integral
element of the new Meijer Gardens Welcome Center, Utopia consists of 19-foottall portraits of four young women of different backgrounds and nationalities.
The Welcome Center is scheduled to open in 2021. The iconic sculpture is being
created in Barcelona, Spain, and carved from white marble.
877-975-3171, meijergardens.org

National Museum of African American History
and Culture opens online reservation system

The Smithsonian’s National Museum of African American History and Culture
in Washington, D.C., has a new online system for groups of 10 or more to reserve
passes. Under the new system, groups have access to real-time availability of
dates and times to visit the museum in three-month intervals. There are 75,000
group passes available for each month.
nmaahc.si.edu/visit/groups

Shelburne Museum announces exhibits

Shelburne Museum in Shelburne, Vermont, presents “In Their Element: Jonathan D. Ebinger, Rodrigo Nava, Dan Snow,” an outdoor installation featuring the
work of three contemporary artists on view across the museum’s campus, from
May 1 through Oct. 31. “William Wegman: Outside In,” a comprehensive exhibition exploring over four decades of the renowned artist’s ongoing fascination
with the natural world, will be on view in the Pizzagalli Center for Arts and
Education’s Murphy Gallery from June 22 until Oct. 20.
802-985-3346, ext. 3142; shelburnemuseum.org

news & notes
Ontario Science Centre
celebrates

Explore kimono’s impact

In “Kimono: Refashioning Contemporary
Style,” on view at the Cincinnati Art Museum
from June 28 to Sept. 15, visitors can experience more than 50 ensembles by Japanese,
European and American designers. Organized
by the Kyoto Costume Institute in Japan and
the Asian Art Museum of San Francisco, the
exhibition features fashion from the 1870s to
the present day along with kimono, Japanese
prints, paintings and textiles.
513-639-2975, cincinnatiartmuseum.org

The year 1969 had monumental
firsts: human beings landed on the
moon, transplanted a temporary
artificial heart and programmed two
computers to “talk” to each other
over a network. It’s also the year the
Ontario Science Centre in Toronto,
Ontario, opened its doors. “Celebration Way,” a new entryway experience to commemorate the science
center’s milestone birthday, explores
strides in science over the last 50
years across different fields and
considers the future in these areas
of study.
416-696-3244,
ontariosciencecentre.ca

Toshiko Yamawaki (1887–1960), Japan,
Dress,1956, silk, gold, Gift from Yamawaki
Fashion Art College, ©The Kyoto Costume
WV.GroupTourSixth2018-19.qxp_Layout 5 10/5/18 2 Institute, Takashi Hatakeyama

Group Tours Always Welcome
Open at 11am Daily
Plenty of Coach Parking

GroupTools
New England seafood at
its best! Chicken, pasta,
steaks & other specialties
for the land-lubbers too!

69·2019

19

A NEW WAY TO PLAN
YOUR GROUP EVENTS

Forty-five acres, 39 buildings, 22 gardens,
over 100,000 items in the collection.
A steamboat, carousel, locomotive,
special exhibitions, paintings by
Impressionist masters and American
artists like Wyeth, Homer, and more.
6000 Shelburne Rd. | Shelburne, VT 05482

shelburnemuseum.org

50 YEARS

Kittery Maine, Chichester,
Nashua, Dover & West Lebanon NH
For restaurant addresses, menus and
additional information visit

www.weathervaneseafoods.com
LIKE US ON FACEBOOK

Organize Better Group Events
from anywhere, anytime and on
any device.
Use GroupTools to plan your event,
promote your event, invite contacts and
collect payments.

www.GroupTools.com
grouptourmagazine.com
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Ocean City, Md.

Beach
towns
Find more than
sandy shores
By Erica Zazo
With waves crashing and heat blazing,
nothing quite beats a day at the beach.
And in a number of coastline cities
across the U.S., tour groups can soak
in history, local culture, and a mix of
entertainment before and after a day in
the sand.
From East Coast to “Fresh Coast,”
there’s more than meets the eye in these
four, unique beach towns.
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• Explore together:
Walk with wild ponies on
Assateague Island National
Seashore – legend has it a
Spanish galleon shipwreck in
1750 led the horses to swim
to safety from the sinking
ship.
• Feed your hunger: Ocean
City’s 3-mile boardwalk is
one of the nation’s best
places to find boardwalk
fare: from pizza and pit
beef to world-renowned
Chesapeake Bay crab
cakes.
• Locals recommend: Relive history at the Ocean City
Life-Saving Station Museum
to see what life was like for
the Surfmen of the U.S. LifeSaving Service (aka Coast
Guard).
• For all seasons: Learn
about Harriet Tubman’s
important work as a
freedom fighter, liberator
and humanitarian at the
newly-built Harriet Tubman
Underground Railroad Visitor
Center.

Rachel Smith Photo

Ocean City
Maryland
Vibrant colors soar high above Ocean
City Beach where animal-shaped kites
and sails of every color flap in the wind.
Ocean City’s unique atmosphere offers
entertainment for everyone: Artists can
marvel at the Ward Museum of Wildfowl
Art, visitors can build sandcastles on
the 10 miles of shoreline, and thrillseekers can scream at the Jolly Roger
Amusement Park.
“Groups visiting Ocean City can
expect an exciting mix of historical and
cultural sites, as well as rural and city
life,” said Norma Dobrowolski, destination
sales and marketing manager at the
Ocean City Dept. of Tourism. “Most of
all, visitors will enjoy a very relaxing time
here — especially those who aren’t used
to spending quality time on the ocean.”
Ocean City Dept. of Tourism
Convention & Visitor Bureau
410-289-2800
ococean.com/group-travel

Holland
Michigan
Welcome to the “Fresh
Coast,” where visitors can
soak in the sun — without the
salt — at five different beaches
(Holland State Park, Tunnel
Park, Kouw Park, Kirk Park and
Laketown Beach) along Lake
Michigan. Settled by the Dutch
in 1847, the quaint beach town
of Holland boasts cobblestone
sidewalks, Victorian street
lamps and independent retailers
that line the downtown area.
“My favorite thing about
Holland is our people,” said
Sally Laukitis, executive
director of the Holland Area
Visitors Bureau. “They’re
incredibly friendly and the pride
that our local townspeople have
in this community is truly special.
Groups are always fascinated by
our beaches, as most visitors have
never seen a body of water as big

• Explore together: At
Windmill Island Gardens,
experience “living history” at
De Zwaan, an original Dutch
windmill that was imported
from the Netherlands in
1964.
• Feed your hunger:
Alpenrose serves authentic
Dutch and European
dishes alongside American
favorites.
• Locals recommend: View
“Big Red,” Michigan’s most
photographed lighthouse.
• For all seasons: Tour
the Holland Bowl Mill to
learn how millers hand craft
wooden bowls from blocks
of hardwood.
Big Red, Holland, Mich.

as a Great Lake. On a clear day,
you can see more than 14 miles
into the distance.”
Holland Area Visitors Bureau
616-394-0000
holland.org
Continued on page 16

Ocean City, Md.

Holland, Mich.
De Zwaan, Holland, Mich.

Clockwise from top: Holland Area Visitors Bureau (3), Rachel Smith Photo
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Atlantic City
New Jersey

• Explore together: Ride
“The Wheel,” which stands
220 feet tall at the base of
Steel Pier.

Atlantic City is an entertainment
hot spot. Casinos steps away from the
beach, the historical and iconic Steel
Pier, and its claim to fame as the first
boardwalk ever built make Atlantic City
truly one-of-a-kind. Atlantic City Beach
provides visitors 10 miles of sandy
shore to soak in the sunshine, and the
boardwalk stretches 5 miles long and
60 feet across at its widest points.
“You won’t find luxury casinos, a
world-famous boardwalk, dining options
from celebrity chefs and tax-free
shopping like this anywhere else on the
Atlantic Ocean shoreline,” said Heather
Colache, tourism account director at
Meet AC. “We have ample motorcoach
parking throughout the city, and tour
operators will also enjoy that we do not
require parking permits.”

• Feed your hunger:
Indulge in fresh seafood and
local brews at Gardner’s
Basin, a maritime park and
historic rumrunner landmark.

Meet AC – Atlantic City Convention
& Group Sales
609-449-7151
meetac.com

Atlantic City, N.J.
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June 2019

Boardwalk Hall, Atlantic City, N.J.
• Locals recommend: Take
a peek inside a six-story
wooden elephant named
Lucy at the “Lucy The
Elephant” monument, an
official National Historic
Landmark.
• For all seasons: Climb
228 steps to the top of
150-year-old Absecon
Lighthouse, or marvel at
local aquatic life at the
Atlantic City Aquarium.

Boardwalk, Atlantic City, N.J.

Cliff Walk, Newport, R.I.

Coastline, Newport, R.I.

Easton’s Beach lobster rolls, Newport, R.I.
Easton’s Beach, Newport, R.I.

• Explore together: Hike
the Cliff Walk for an up-close
view of the famous Newport
Mansions, including The
Breakers (home of The
Vanderbilts) and Rosecliff
(known for its filming location
in the 1974 movie The Great
Gatsby).
• Feed your hunger: Grab
a frozen Dell’s Lemonade at
Easton’s Beach.
• Locals recommend: Tour
the Newport Library, built
in 1747, which holds its
place in history as the oldest
community library in the U.S.
• For all seasons: Take the
scenic route on Ocean Drive,
which traces the Atlantic
coastline along the southern
tip of Newport island.

Newport
Rhode Island
Newport’s variety of beaches have
attracted summertime visitors for more
than a century. Easton’s Beach, or First
Beach, features a vintage carousel and
the popular Easton Beach Snack Bar
— home to one of Newport’s best-kept
secrets: the twin lobster rolls. At Sachuest
Beach, or Second Beach, visitors can
catch a wave or relax and watch surfers
from the shore. At Third Beach, calm
waters make the perfect spot for small
children or coasting out on a stand-up
paddleboard.
“People love Newport because of our
beautiful ocean breezes, the city’s
Continued on page 18

Clockwise from top left: Onne van der Wal, Discover Newport (3)
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walkability as a very family-friendly
pedestrian town and for being able to
dine in the oldest tavern in America,” said
Andrea McHugh, senior communications
manager at Discover Newport. “They also
love it for things that are more informal,
like grabbing a lobster roll to eat with
your toes in the sand.” n
Discover Newport
401-849-8048
discovernewport.org/group/tour

Discover Newport

Bowen’s Wharf, Newport, R.I.

Midtown Location
One Block from Beach
Spacious Rooms with Suites Available
Continental Breakfast Included
Free WiFi & Parking
55th Street & Coastal Highway
Ocean City, MD 21842
443-664-4001 | BestWesternOCSuites.com

®
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Refuge
Adkins
Historical Museum
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Wildfowl Art
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Smith
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Discovery
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Contact Group Sales Today!
Pat Ambler-Perry, CTIS
Director of Sales
888-465-3451
groupsales@boardwalkhotels.com
www.boardwalkhotels.com

your photo here

share your group photos for a chance to be
featured in group Tour magazine!
Post on Facebook or Instagram with the hashtag #showusyourgroups and we’ll
select winners at random to be featured in the magazine. You could
even win a Group Tour Media selfie stick.
Enter today to show off your group tours and be the
envy of your travel planning collegues!
Visit grouptour.com/photocontest for full contest rules and details.
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Illinois
Effingham

Located at the intersection of Interstates 57 and 70,
Effingham is the perfect combination of charm and convenience.
“Spend a few days exploring our unique city and see what
makes our vibrant community tick,” said Jodi Thoele, director of
tourism for the City of Effingham Convention & Visitors Bureau.
With 17 hotels and over 65 restaurants and countless
attractions, the City of Effingham is a hub of activity in central
Illinois. Groups find wide open spaces, culture around every
corner and hospitality.
“Effingham offers something for the foodie in everyone with
amazing farm-to-table cuisine, wine tastings and favorite finds
at our one-of-a-kind shops,” Thoele said. “We welcome groups
to spend a few days exploring what the city and surrounding
communities have to offer.”
City of Effingham Convention & Visitors Bureau
800-772-0750
visiteffinghamil.com

EAT

Stop for a meal at the
eco-conscious Firefly Grill.
Kristie and Niall Campbell
founded the farm-to-table
restaurant in 2006 and
named it in honor of Kristie’s
grandmother Nina, who
used to catch fireflies with
her grandchildren in her
backyard. Firefly Grill has an
on-site organic farm and uses
ingredients from over 35 local
farms and foragers.

The Dr. Charles Wright
House, just outside of
Effingham in Altamont, is a
Renaissance Revival home
built in 1889. The 18-room
mansion features many of the
original furnishings, including
carpets. Rooms on the tour
include the doctor’s surgery
room, the nursery and the
library. The house is listed
on the National Register of
Historic Places.

Firefly Grill
217-342-2002
ffgrill.com

Dr. Charles Wright House
618-483-6397
wrightmansion.org

City of Effingham CVB
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EXPLORE

Go to My Garage
Museum, The Yager Family
Collection of Rare Corvettes,
Volkswagens & Memorabilia.
The museum has recently
refocused emphasis from
rare, low-mileage originals to
showcasing automobiles that
car lovers would not be able
to see up close anywhere
else. Between 15 and 20
cars are displayed, with the
specific display changing
throughout the year.
My Garage Museum
800-500-1500
mygaragemuseum.com

DISCOVER

Head to John Boos
Factory Showroom &
Outlet to see what all the
hype is about. With celebrity
chefs using cutting boards
and butcher blocks from this
company’s plant, groups
will want an up-close look at
Boos Butcher Blocks. John
Boos & Co. has been in
business since 1887 and is
Effingham’s oldest industry.
John Boos Factory
Showroom & Outlet
217-347-7790
butcherblock
specialist.com

illinois

Adventures await at Starved Rock
Lodge & Conference Center
Nature, the arts and fun come together nicely at Starved Rock Lodge &
Conference Center in Oglesby.
Groups encounter the natural beauty
of Starved Rock State Park’s canyons
and waterfalls, scenic river cruises and
musical entertainment at the lodge and
conference center.
The park and its lodge and conference center in north-central Illinois are
easily accessed from Interstate 80.
Edna Daugherty, activities director at
the lodge, said group tours love visiting
the lodge and taking part in its activities.
“Our water cruises on the Illinois River,
trolley tours and guided hikes along with
amazing musical tribute shows combine to
create a memorable experience,” Daugherty said. “Our comfortable lodge rooms
are just a few steps away, making this a
unique and wonderful combination.”
Activities include seasonal day hikes,
waterfall and canyon trolley tours with
moderate hiking, fall colors trolley tours
with moderate hiking in October, eagle

watching trolley tours with no hiking,
wine tours (moderate walking), river
cruises and the Musical Tribute to the
Stars series.
Each musical tribute show includes
lunch or dinner with a performance
by talented entertainers in the historic
ambiance of the Great Hall of Starved
Rock Lodge. Performers in the series
take guests back in time by performing
well-loved songs of yesteryear.
Daugherty emphasized a group visit
to the lodge can be more than a day trip.
Overnight packages can be coordinated,
and multi-day itineraries are available.
Kathy Casstevens, marketing director, said the lodge makes a fine destination for a mystery tour.
“Starved Rock Lodge & Conference
Center is and has been an excellent destination for this type of trip,” Casstevens
said. “Edna and her team are very qualified and friendly, so organizing a mystery
tour works for everyone involved from
the owner/operator to the attendee.” n

Starved Rock Lodge
& Conference Center
815-220-7386
starvedrocklodge.com

217.789.2360 x 5525

terry.truman@Springfield.il.us

Starved Rock Lodge & Conference Center
grouptourmagazine.com
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Indiana

Elkhart County’s Amish Country Christmas
Nestled in northern Indiana on the Interstate 80/Interstate 90
corridor, Elkhart County’s Amish Country is the ideal place to
enjoy some heavenly peace during the Christmas season.
“The rolling farmland and woodlands will soon have you
reminiscing about drives to grandma’s house on your way to
the holiday delights that await you,” said Sonya Nash, director
of group and experiential sales and marketing at the Amish
Country/Elkhart County Convention & Visitors Bureau. “From
museums to exciting concerts of all styles to down-home
goodness, there are many ways to create your own adventure to
satisfy your tastes.”
An Amish Country Christmas in Northern Indiana will help
groups experience quality craftsmanship that people yearn to
watch, learn and purchase that perfect gift, Nash added.
Elkhart County, IN Convention & Visitors Bureau
800-262-8161
amishcountrytours.org

DELIGHT

SHOP

Amish Acres in
Nappanee, the only Amish
farm listed in the National
Register of Historic Places,
transports visitors to a
Christmas wonderland.
Sit amid the twinkle-lit,
hand-hewn beams of the
Restaurant Barn and dine
on family favorites. Then be
amazed as the Round Barn
Theatre stage is filled with
the Broadway musical Beauty
and the Beast.

Expert artisans personally
guide participants as a
beautiful wall “quilt” comes
to life in gorgeous exotic
hardwoods at Teaberry
Wood Products through
Great Life Tours. Chat with
LaVern and Rachel and see
how this dynamic AmishMennonite duo have created
an enchanting wood shop
offering handcrafted baskets,
puzzles and nativity scenes
perfect for giving.

On the Stocking Stuffer
Backroads Tour with Down
the Road Tours of Elkhart,
fill a Christmas stocking
with treats and trinkets
from one-of-a-kind Amish
businesses. An experienced
step-on guide takes the
group off the beaten path
for a shopping adventure
that can’t be duplicated
anywhere else. Guests will
find the perfect gifts for
themselves and others.

Amish Acres
800-800-4942
amishacres.com

Great Life Tours, Elkhart
574-370-6741
amishcountrytours.org

Down the Road Tours
574-215-8687
downtheroadtours.com

Elkhart County, IN CVB
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DINE

In Middlebury, go to Das
Dutchman Essenhaus,
Indiana’s largest restaurant,
and feast on down-home
favorites. From fried chicken
to roast beef, mashed
potatoes to buttery noodles
and tangy coleslaw to potato
salad like grandma made,
Essenhaus satisfies every
taste. Leave room for a piece
of pie and time to visit the
bakery for a take-home treat.
Das Dutchman Essenhaus
574-825-9471
essenhaus.com

indiana

Theatre at the Center delivers
quality entertainment
Theatre at the Center (TATC) is the
resident theater at The Center for Visual
and Performing Arts in Munster.
TATC operates on an Actors Equity
contract and regularly employs the finest performers in the greater Chicago
area for its year-round seasons of classic
American musicals, new plays and
comedies.
“Theatre at the Center is Northwest
Indiana’s ‘crown jewel’ for Broadwaystyle theatre at affordable prices,” said
Charlie Misovye, group tour coordinator. “Group tours are welcomed with
great discounts off the regular price of
an individual ticket.”
Misovye processes group reservations, meets and greets the motorcoach,
and delivers a welcome speech that
acclimates travelers to the facility and
ensures that the group has a pleasurable
experience at Theatre at the Center.
Groups love the TATC’s one-stop option for Broadway-style shows and fine
cuisine with personalized service.
The William J. Backman Art Gallery
and the South Shore Arts Gift Shop also
are on the property.
“The professional productions by
professional artists, the live orchestra,
our intimate 410-seat, three-quarter in
the round theater, our friendly staff and
delicious meal options makes for a great
trip to Theatre at the Center,” Misovye
said.
Theatre at the Center is located about
30 minutes from Chicago.
“We feature the same professional
actors and artists whose work is seen on
the stages of Chicago theater,” Misovye
said. “We are a fully accessible facility
with hearing assistance devices, accessible seating, handicapped restrooms
and support railings. There is ample free
parking for coach buses and patrons
alike with ramp way entrances/exits with
automatic doors. Our award-winning
productions combined with a Matinee
Lunch or Sunday Champagne Brunch

completes the theatrical experience.”
A $100 non-refundable deposit holds
a reservation with final count and final
payment due about three weeks prior to
the performance date. n

Theatre at the Center
219-836-3258
theatreatthecenter.com

One Destination,
Unlmited Memories
in Historic Corydon
& Harrison County

888-738-2137

thisisindiana.org
grouptourmagazine.com
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Find hands-on fun in southern Indiana
Southern Indiana offers more than
a dozen must-do experiences, from art
and wine to a hands-on DIY soap making workshop and a public art tour.
“Some of the reasons we encourage
operators to visit southern Indiana is
because of our hands-on experiences,
guided tours and the opportunity to participate in ‘make and take’ workshops at
places like NoCo (North of Court) and
Wimsatt Soaps,” said Todd Read, trade
and consumer sales manager at SoIN
Tourism, the destination marketing organization for Clark and Floyd counties
in southern Indiana. “Our communities
take pride in being unique and we value
the arts. Visitors are often surprised by
the activities they discover in SoIN.”
Wimsatt Soap Company & Bath
Boutique in New Albany hosts a variety
of hands-on group activities, as participants gain a new skill and leave with a

Courtesy SoIN Tourism

final product such as artisan soap bars
and soy candles to take back home.
The Bath Fizzy Workshop, Glycerin Soap Class and the Fairy Garden
Workshop are just some of the options
for groups up to 12. Read said Wimsatt
Soap Company & Bath Boutique is a
great group activity option because
participants not only get to “create-and-

INDIANA’S Unforgettable Group Experience!
Visit French Lick West Baden is a favorite destination
for groups large and small. Nestled in the heart of Southern
Indiana and surrounded by the Hoosier National Forest, this resort
community has welcomed guests who have enjoyed awe inspiring
getaways for over 100 years. We invite you to relive the fabulous history
and vibrant lifestyles of this breathtaking destination that offers gracious hospitality,
ultimate luxury, and a multitude of opportunities at any pace.
For itinerary recommendations contact Shelby Rice at shelby@visitfrenchlickwestbaden.com

812-936-3418 • vflwb.com/groups •
24
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take” but also explore the conveniently
shared boutique space for great gift
items and other bath goods.
The NoCo Public Art Tour takes
place in the Jeffersonville Arts and Cultural District, which is full of life, color
and inspiration.
Groups tour the area and learn the
story behind various public art installations in NoCo. Groups can enjoy a giant
game of chess, Twister, hopscotch or
Connect Four on a colorful playgroup.
Enjoy lunch on a 70-foot-long picnic
table near the Vintage Fire Museum or
participate in hands-on workshops such
as painting and mosaic-making, with
a masterpiece and memories to take
home. n
SoIN Tourism
812-280-8082
gosoin.com/groups

indiana

Stroll through beauty at FoellingerFreimann Botanical Conservatory
In downtown Fort Wayne, visitors
can experience several climates at the
Foellinger-Freimann Botanical Conservatory.
“The conservatory is a wonderful
destination for groups of all ages,” said
Liz Firestine, adult programs coordinator for the botanical conservatory.
“This is a place where you can explore
three indoor gardens, which include our
seasonal showcase, a tropical and also
a desert garden, and where you can try
hands-on exhibits. Then stroll through
two outdoor gardens landscaped with
grasses, shrubs, flowers, and native Midwestern trees and plants.”
The Foellinger-Freimann Botanical
Conservatory offers a taste of the tropics
and plants of the desert in Indiana. The
Showcase Garden is seasonal and chang-

es four times during the year including a
live butterfly exhibit in the spring and a
holiday themed exhibit in the winter.
Indoor and outdoor gardens make
up the conservatory.
Groups should allocate at least an
hour for a visit to the conservatory.
Plants are labeled, making it easy for
groups to know what they are seeing.
Advance notice is appreciated for a
group visit, but the conservatory will
do its best to accommodate last-minute
group visits.
Limited motorcoach parking is available along Calhoun Street. n

Tour

SOUTHEAST INDIANA

Bees,
Birds &

Butterflies
Explore the natural world in
Southeast Indiana –
where our garden
centers, artists,
farms, wetlands
area, brewery and feed
mill offer one-of-a-kind
group experiences and
hands-on fun.

Foellinger-Freimann
Botanical Conservatory
260-427-6440
botanicalconservatory.org

Experience the Oxbow Wetlands

GET CREATIVE IN

Southern

Group-Friendly Fun

found in SoIN

INDIANA
it’s
PRETTY GOOD HERE

OHIO
Indianapolis

INDIANA

1

Cincinnati

KENTUCKY

For custom group itineraries contact Todd Read
at 812-280-8082 or Todd@GoSoIN.com

Lexington

Louisville

South of I-74 & west of I-275, 20 minutes west of Cincinnati

www.TOURSoutheastIndiana.com

GoSoIN.com/GroupFun | @GoSoIN
Group Tour Ad.indd 1

Paint a birdhouse

800-322-8198

4/11/19 4:54 PM

grouptourmagazine.com
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Michigan
Muskegon

Muskegon and Muskegon County are located in the western
part of Michigan’s lower peninsula — along 26 miles of sugarsand Lake Michigan shoreline.
“From the tops of white pines down to the shoreline of
Lake Michigan, you’ll discover incredible ideas for an itinerary
in Muskegon,” said Bernadette Benkert, sales executive at
Muskegon County Convention & Visitors Bureau. “Find food
worth traveling for with a lakefront view. Say ‘cheers’ to a
distillery or microbrewery. Take in a live production at a historic
theater. Get inspired at art, history, maritime and submarine
museums. Wander the rooms of restored Victorian mansions.
Sail around Muskegon Lake on Aquastar Cruises, put your
paddles in the blue water or tee off on a green course. Whatever
you do, you’ll make memories in Muskegon.”
Muskegon County Convention & Visitors Bureau
231-724-1123
visitmuskegon.org

SEE

EXPLORE

TOUR

The Muskegon Museum
of Art, founded in 1912,
is renowned for its fine
permanent collection of
American and European
paintings, sculpture, prints
and drawings. An important
strength of the collection is
the emphasis on leading
American artists of the 19th
and early 20th century. Enjoy
a docent-guided tour for
groups of eight or more.

The Hackley & Hume
Historic Site includes the
Queen Anne-style Victorian
homes of Muskegon lumber
barons Charles Hackley and
Thomas Hume. The Hackley
House, interpreted to 1890,
shows what life was like for
one of Muskegon’s most wellknown citizens. The Hume
House, interpreted to 1920,
shows the life of a wealthy
family after the lumbering era.

Head to the USS LST
393 Veterans Museum
to tour one of the last two
remaining landing ship tanks
from World War II. The vessel
earned three battle stars in
the war. It now holds artifacts
and displays honoring
those who served America.
Guided group tours feature
knowledgeable guides and
can be customized. Onboard
meals can be arranged.

Visit the USS Silversides
Submarine Museum, which
honors the men and women
of the military, preserves
military history and provides
experiences that educate
people about past and
present military history and
technology. Tour the USS
Silversides, a World War
II submarine that received
12 battle stars and one
Presidential Unit Citation.

Muskegon Museum of Art
231-720-2577
muskegonartmuseum.org

Lakeshore Museum Center
231-722-0278
lakeshoremuseum.org

USS LST 393
Veterans Museum
231-725-5918
lst393.org

USS Silversides
Submarine Museum
231-755-1230
silversidesmuseum.org

Clockwise from top: Andrea Croft, GTM/David Hoekman, Muskegon County CVB (2), GTM/File
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Ziibiwing Center tells story
of original people of Great Lakes
Ziibiwing Center of Anishinabe Culture & Lifeways offers visitors an unusual
window with a view of the culture and
history of the Saginaw Chippewa Indian
tribe of Michigan.
“The 9,000-square-foot, awardwinning ‘Diba Jimooyung’ (Telling Our
Story) permanent exhibition takes you on
a journey from the pre-contact Saginaw
Chippewa ancestors to the present-day
tribe,” said Shannon Martin, director of
the Ziibliwing Center. “There are a lot of
hands-on exhibitions and activities within
the exhibition, as well as two theaters.”
The center, located in Mount Pleasant,
also has an outdoor exhibition area called
“Our Medicine Walk.” There, visitors
learn “about plants that we still utilize
today like our ancestors did for food,
medicine and textile dyes,” Martin said.

“The tribal museum and cultural center were developed by the tribe itself so
they present an accurate portrayal of our
ancestors and our history and contemporary life,” she added.
In addition to the permanent exhibit,
the center has changing exhibitions, a
research center, meeting and conference
facilities, and a gift shop with a media
lounge.
Ziibiwing Center can accommodate
groups with a minimum of 10 people to
up to 100 for tours with advance booking.
Visitors can experience cultural
presentations depending what type of
package is booked, Martin said.
“We have speakers on a wide range
of topical material,” she said. “We can
provide song and dance presentations or
hands-on cultural art workshops that last

Ziibiwing Center of Anishinabe
Culture & Lifeways

anywhere from a half hour to two hours.
The art workshops include the opportunity to make-and-take cultural items.”
The center describes itself as a
“distinctive treasure created to provide
an enriched, diversified and culturally
relevant educational experience.”
Free motorcoach parking is available
nearby. n
Ziibiwing Center of Anishinabe
Culture & Lifeways
989-775-4750
sagchip.org/ziibiwing

Motor Coach
Friendly Lodging
in the Mitt.
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Benton Harbor

NOW OPEN!

2822 N Durham Rd
Whitehall, MI 49461

9044 Holly Rd
Grand Blanc, MI 48439

9040 Holly Rd
Grand Blanc, MI 48439

204 Winston Drive
Marshall, MI 49068

2401 Shirley Dr.
Jackson, MI 49201

2276 Pipestone Rd
Benton Harbor, MI 49022

Holtzman Wildlife Foundation

Red Panda Forest

Contact Group Sales Manager
Jenise Collins at (248) 336-5841
or jcollins@dzs.org.

Make
your group
reservation
today!

detroitzoo.org

Open 362 days a year.

Enjoy the Great Lakes with GREAT RATES.
Call Victoria Leonard at: 810-423-1927
grouptourmagazine.com
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Museum preserves
Model T’s
birthplace
In an old Detroit plant, history was
made. What was created in a secret
room changed the world of transportation forever.
For the first time, ordinary people
could afford an automobile of their own,
said Nancy Darga, executive director of
the Ford Piquette Avenue Plant. Now,
people could go anywhere they wanted
at any time. The Model T created unprecedented mobility.
Opened in December 1904, the Ford
Piquette Avenue Plant was the first
factory built and owned by Ford Motor
Company. It was there that the Model
T was born, as well as early automobile
models B, C, F, K, N, R and S.
Henry Ford, C. Harold Willis and
Joseph Galamb worked in a secret
experimental room for nine months to
design the first automobile built for the
masses. The Model T debuted in 1908.
“We dedicated the secret Experimen-

tal Room where the Model T was created
this year, and we also received the original Larry Porter collection of rare Ford
Alphabet cars,” Darga said. “These letter
cars were originally built at Piquette, so
we are very happy to have them home.”
Many engineering innovations and
workplace practices also were introduced
at the plant, such as hiring some of the
first women to work in the auto industry.

TOURS 877-975-3171
GROUP RATES | TRAM TOURS | BALK CAFÉ
GIFT SHOP | FREE MOTORCOACH PARKING

Quickly becoming the world’s largest automobile manufacturer, the Ford
Piquette Avenue Plant set a world record
in June 1908 when workers produced
101 Model Ns, Rs and Ss in 10 hours. By
1911, demand for the Model T outgrew factory capabilities. That year, the
Piquette factory was sold to Studebaker.
Ford moved to its Highland Park Plant.
Studebaker operated the plant
until 1933. After it was vacated, the old
factory was slated for demolition but
concerned citizens bought the building in 2000. After volunteer restoration,
Ford Piquette Avenue Plant opened as
a museum. It was designated a National
Historic Landmark in 2006. n
Ford Piquette Avenue Plant
313-872-8759
fordpiquetteplant.org

MEIJERGARDENS.ORG | 1-888-957-1580 |

1000 EAST BELTLINE NE, GRAND RAPIDS, MI 49525
Courtesy of Ford Piquette Avenue Plant
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GRAND RAPIDS, MICHIGAN

COOLCITY

I,you,she or he...by Jaume Plensa
at Frederik Meijer Gardens & Sculpture Park

One of
America’s
Super Cool
Cities.
Expedia

michigan

de Zwaan towers
over Windmill
Island Gardens

Mike Lozon

“America’s Largest Family Restaurant”

World Famous
Family Style
Chicken Dinners
and Much More

Upcoming Lunch & Dinner Shows:
• Rockin’ Oldies Show - Sept. 9, 10 & 11, 2019
Featuring Johnny Roger’s Buddy & Beyond
• Dave & Daphne Show - Oct. 15 & 16, 2019
• Holiday Show - Dec. 3, 4 & 5, 2019
Featuring “The Marlins”

Dining • Shopping • Lodging • Golf

FOR RESERVATIONS
CALL 855-469-6031

730 S. Main, Frankenmuth, MI ~ www.zehnders.com
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...where it’s Always
the Season to be Jolly!

World’s Largest Christmas Store
A shopper’s dream...especially
for Christmas lovers.
www.bronners.com
800-ALL-YEAR 989-652-9931

(recorded information)

The highest highlight of a visit to Holland’s Windmill Island Gardens is a tour
of its windmill, de Zwaan.
De Zwaan (Dutch for the Swan)
is the only authentic, working Dutch
windmill in America. It came from the
Netherlands in 1964 and still produces
flour from local grain. The flour can be
purchased on-site.
In order to keep the mill running, the
staff includes a certified miller who was
trained in the Netherlands — the first
American to do so.
Additionally, the attraction has a
working street organ from Amsterdam, a
children’s carousel from the Netherlands
and numerous other Dutch replicas and
displays.
All of this is set on a campus of 36
acres, with formal gardens and natural
areas.
More than 120,000 tulip bulbs are
planted each fall. They bloom in early to
mid-May to coincide with Tulip Time,
Holland’s signature festival.
After the tulips bloom, staff members
plant these areas with over 80 varieties of
annuals, so Windmill Island Gardens has
a season-long display of beautiful flowers.
Each year the annual gardens have a
theme — 2019’s is Catch the Wind.
In addition to many plants that move
with the breeze, the gardens will add 20
kinetic sculptures that move in the wind
from well-known artist Peter Griz.
“While Windmill Island Gardens is a
well-known attraction during Holland’s
Tulip Time, we find that many groups
enjoy visiting later in the summer or early
fall, as it’s easier to take time to enjoy our
Dutch attractions with smaller crowds,”
said Matt Helmus, development manager.
“Our annual and perennial gardens look
wonderful at this time with over a hundred varieties of plants to enjoy.”
Helmus said visitors are often surprised
that Windmill Island Gardens is two attrac-

5

5

5

michigan
tions in one — a historic Dutch mill tour
and experience, as well as beautiful gardens.
On-site gift shops allow group members to bring home a little slice of the
Netherlands or get a quick Dutch snack.
Windmill Island Gardens fits into
many itineraries, such as groups heading
to Mackinac Island, enjoying the Lake
Michigan shoreline or making short trips
from Chicago, Helmus said.

Operators should allot an hour and
a half to two hours for a visit during the
regular season and two to three hours
during Tulip Time.
Motorcoach parking is free. n
Windmill Island Gardens
616-355-1030
cityofholland.com/
windmillislandgardens

Windmill Island Gardens

holland
MICHIGAN

FOR EVERY SEASON

FR EE G ro u p To u r P l a n n e r

|

800.506.1299

|

w w w. h o lla n d. o r g

P r e m i e r wate r f r o nt
d i n i n g an d e ve nt
c e nte r
100% Black
100% Black
50% Transparency

70% Black

70% Black
50% Transparency

100% White

216 Van Raalte Ave., Holland | boatwerksrestaurant.com

100% White
50% Transparency
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Castle Farms brings the past to life
Engaging history, stunning architecture and spectacular gardens converge at
Castle Farms in Charlevoix.
Tours begin with a 12-minute video
outlining the history of the property from
its inception in 1918. Albert Loeb, the acting president of Sears and Roebuck, built a
working dairy farm so the company could
test farm equipment sold in its catalog.
Loeb loved castles, so he arranged for
his farm to resemble the stone barns and
castles found in Normandy, France.
Castle Farms has collections from
the Sears and Roebuck catalog, its World
War I Museum, antique toy collections,
vintage embroidery and royal collections,
10 gardens, fountains, and colossal dragon
and knight statues. The on-site wine tasting room, 1918 Cellars, features its own

Michigan-made wine.
Castle Farms also is home to Michigan’s largest outdoor model garden
railroad, featuring over 60 trains and more
than 2,500 feet of track.
Guests enjoy walking through the
many gardens and interacting with the
garden railroad.
“Castle Farms is a great addition to any
itinerary because there is something here
for everyone,” said Jessica Anderson, tour
director. “From history, gardens and wine
to dragons and trains, it’s a fun place to
visit for all ages.”
Private group tours are scheduled
events that provide guests with a historical tour guide to explain the farm’s 100
years of history as they explore the castle
together. The tours typically last about two

A grand group destination

Enjoy the history and unique ambiance of Grand Hotel. Stay overnight and enjoy
a full breakfast and dinner daily or visit for the day and experience our legendary
Grand Luncheon Buffet, a multi-year winner of the TripAdvisor Certificate of Excellence.
Call Julia Luckey at 906-847-3331 or grouptours@grandhotel.com
1-800-33GRA ND • gr a ndhotel.com
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Petoskey Area Visitor Bureau

hours and include a tram ride to view the
outer gardens and property.
Castle Farms also can schedule a catered lunch or dinner for groups.
New for 2019, Castle Farms is offering a package that includes a wine tasting
from its 1918 Cellars.
The entire grounds are handicap accessible and all of the paths are paved. Tour
guides go at the pace set by the group, and
there are chairs and benches all around the
grounds so there is always an opportunity
to sit and rest when needed. Castle Farms
has several wheelchairs and walkers available for guests to borrow. n
Castle Farms
231-237-0884
castlefarms.com

michigan

Petoskey’s Hemingway connection
is far from fiction
It’s rare to find a destination where visitors can walk in the footsteps of a literary
giant, especially in a non-commercialized
environment — but that’s exactly what
they can do in the Petoskey area.
“Hemingway spent 22 summers
here during his formative years,” said
Christopher Struble, owner of Petoskey
Yesterday, a company that offers tours of
Petoskey Area Visitor Bureau
the area. “This is where he really came
into his own as a writer. This is where he
chose to recuperate from war a hundred
came as a newborn baby and every sumyears ago. This is also where he chose to
mer for 22 years. He moved to Petoskey in
become a professional writer of fiction.”
1919 after spending that summer recuSince that fact was little known,
perating from war wounds. He married
a number of original establishments
Hadley Richardson, the first of his four
Hemingway frequented remain unwives, in nearby Horton Bay in 1921.
changed and unspoiled decades later.
Struble, president of the Michigan
The Hemingway family first came to
Hemingway Society, does hundreds of
the
area in 1898. Ernest, born in 1899,
Hemingway
walking
and motorcoach
LVH-GLGT-Dec2018.qxp_LVH-GLGT-Summer08.qxp
10/8/18 6:07
AM Page
1

May 5 ~ May 22
September 29 ~ October 24

June 9 ~ August 29

tours a year. His tours are: Turn of the
Century Petoskey, Nick Adams Country,
The Hemingways’ Petoskey and Haunted Petoskey.
Group discounts are available, and
Struble arranges parking and motorcoach routes.
Visitors who want to take their own
tour of Hemingway points of interest
can download a copy of a self-guided
tour brochure on the Petoskey Area
Visitors Bureau website. n
Petoskey Yesterday
517-290-3162
petoskeyyesterday.com
Petoskey Area Visitors Bureau
231-348-2755
petoskeyarea.com

Lake View Hotel’s staff
will personally greet you
at the ferry dock upon
arrival, and will transfer
your luggage free of
charge to/from the hotel.

September 3 ~26

INSPIRED ADVENTURES BEGIN
ON MACKINAC ISLAND.
Looking for a tour destination where adventurous, historic attractions abound in a gorgeous,
natural setting? Bring your groups to Mackinac Island’s Lake View Hotel. From our ideal
downtown location, we offer eighty-five newly upgraded guest rooms with premium
bedding and 32” flat panel TVs, two restaurants and lounges, a wine cellar, and an indoor
heated swimming pool. On arrival, we’ll meet your group at the ferry dock, and ensure
every detail is coordinated to your exact requirements.
2019 rates start from just $67.50* per person including our delicious continental breakfast. Call toll free
today to schedule your stay!

(888) 645-4522
www.lake-view-hotel.com
groupsales@lakeviewhotel.us

Lake View Hotel is a proud member of:

Packaging available!
* Group rates are per person, double occupancy Sunday~Thursday, subject to availability, based on groups of

10 rooms or more. Rates include deluxe accommodations and continental breakfast. Rates not available on
Holidays and Special Event dates. Lilac Parade Weekend (June 14-16) rates from $115.00 double occupancy.
Complimentary room for escort with 15 paid rooms. Complimentary luggage handling to/from hotel with
purchase of our optional tour packages. Taxes, Fees, and Service Charges additional. Rates subject to change.

ALL ROOMS AIR-CONDITIONED

We Love Groups!

Since 1858
7452 Main Street
Mackinac Island, Michigan 49757

grouptourmagazine.com
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Minnesota
Austin

Austin, known as SPAM Town USA, is home to Hormel
Foods Corporation, the maker of SPAM.
Publications and TV programs have recognized Austin as
one of the nicest places in America.
“Visitors will quickly find out why — we have unique
attractions to entertain and amaze you, abundant hands-on
opportunities, plentiful restaurants to meet whatever food
cravings you have, quirky and interesting shopping opportunities
to find that special item or gift to take home and plenty of
comfortable, welcoming lodging facilities to rest and rejuvenate,”
said Nancy Schnable, executive director of Discover Austin,
Minnesota.
Discover Austin, Minnesota staff members are happy to
customize itineraries.
Discover Austin, Minnesota
507-437-4563
austinmn.com

SEE

The SPAM Museum
is stuffed with interactive
exhibits that bring the iconic
history of the SPAM® Brand
to life. Visitors can email
themselves recipes and share
a SPAM Brand story for a
chance to become part of the
exhibits. Find out why SPAM
products are so popular in
Hawaii. Learn the history of
Hormel Foods Corporation
and stand behind the actual
desk of company founder
George A. Hormel.
SPAM Museum
spam.com/museum
Discover Austin, Minnesota
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TOUR

EXPLORE

Head to the Hormel
Historic Home. This stately
mansion, built in 1871, was
the residence of George
A. Hormel and his family.
Visitors appreciate the
craftsmanship of Greek
Revival ionic columns, rich
woodwork, elegant marble
fireplaces, distinctive Tiffany
light fixtures and the beautiful
Peace Garden. Group tours
can enjoy a hot buffet meal
after the tour.

Get a guided tour of
the Paramount Theatre,
one of the last remaining
“atmospheric” theaters in
Minnesota. Opened in 1929,
the Paramount interior decor
transports visitors to an
18th-century courtyard in a
Spanish village under a starry
sky and rolling clouds. Enjoy
fresh-popped popcorn during
a 30-minute movie of the
theater’s history that includes
highlights of its restoration.

Hormel Historic Home
507-433-4243
hormelhistorichome.org

Paramount Theatre
austinareaarts.org

DISCOVER

Head to the Jay C.
Hormel Nature Center,
which features over 518
acres of forest, restored
prairie, a creek and a pond.
A trail system includes a
⅓-mile paved trail that is
handicapped accessible. The
interpretive center houses
interactive displays. Programs
include wildflower and bird
hikes, and maple syrup and
apple cider making.
Jay C. Hormel
Nature Center
507-437-7519
hormelnaturecenter.org

SHOP. DINE. STAY. PLAY.
P L A N Y O U R T R I P, F I N D D I S C O U N T S + M O R E I N F O A T M A L L O F A M E R I C A . C O M
Wi t h ove r 520 sto res t h a t h ave no sales tax on c lot hing or s hoes, 50 dining opt ions, 10 att racti on s
a n d a J W M a r r i ott + Ra d isson Blu convenient ly connec ted to t he M all, it’s all here.
/MALLOFAMERICA

@MALLOFAMERICA

@MALLOFAMERICA

BLOOM IN GTON M N .ORG

E
agan attracts group tours
with abundant shopping opportuni-

ties and the excitement associated
with an NFL team.
“Enjoy Eagan Minnesota is the
perfect destination when tour operators are bringing a group to the Twin
Cities area,” said Denise Olsen, senior
sales director for the Eagan Convention & Visitors Bureau,
now known as Enjoy
Eagan.
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By David Hoekman

Eagan

Build enjoyable
itineraries in
Minnesota’s
Twin Cities area

“Eagan offers many opportunities for
groups to experience everything from
a history lesson at the Historic
Eagan Town Hall to experiencing the
state-of-the-art Vikings Museum,
which is one of only four NFL team
museums in the country,” Olsen said.
For those who enjoy shopping
— look no farther. Eagan is home to
Twin Cities Premium Outlets and Central Park Commons as well as being
located less than 10 minutes from the
world-famous Mall of America.
“I love to personally welcome groups
staying here in Eagan,” Olsen said.
“We provide Eagan gift bags for
each person on the tour
and it brings me
great pleasure

to get to talk with visitors that are here
for the first time or that have visited
previously. It is one of the parts of my
job that I love the most.”
Enjoy Eagan welcomes groups
with the Meet & Greet service, based
upon availability. The bureau provides
welcome bags for each person on the
tour. Inside the bag are coupons for
area stores in addition to other fun
Eagan goodies.
Olsen said the bureau also can assist with itinerary planning for areas
in and around Eagan.
Eagan is home to 18 hotel properties, including the newly opened
Home2 Suites by Hilton and the
Residence Inn by Marriott. Currently
under construction, the Minnesota
Vikings’ 300-plus room conference
center hotel will be the centerpiece
of Viking Lakes and offer more
than 18,000 square feet of
meeting space.

Enjoy Eagan

Minnesota Vikings
Eagan is now home to Twin
Cities Orthopedics Performance
Center — the official headquarters of the Minnesota Vikings.
This facility is open during Vikings
Training Camp in late July/early
August. Groups can experience the
excitement of watching an NFL

team prepare for the season.
The Vikings Museum is open
year-round and offers groups an
up-close look at the history of the
Minnesota Vikings. A 360-degree
video theater, multiple interactive
exhibits and hundreds of historical artifacts tell the story of the
Vikings and football in Minnesota.
Twin Cities
Premium Outlets

Shopping
Eagan is known as the shopping
hub of the Twin Cities.
Twin Cities Premium Outlets offers
shoppers more than 100 stores where
they can find savings of up to 65
percent or more at a variety of stores
including Kate Spade, Michael Kors,
Under Armour and Chicos.
Central Park Commons is home to
Hobby Lobby, Home Goods, Marshalls and Sierra Trading Post.
And, with Mall of America just a
short drive away, everyone can find
something to bring home.
“Plus, there is no sales tax on
clothing or shoes in Minnesota,”
Olsen noted.

On the horizon
Viking Lakes, the development area surrounding the
Minnesota Vikings headquarters, continues to expand. The
300-plus-room conference
center hotel currently under
construction is slated to open in
summer 2020.
“We expect to see new retail
and attractions built at Viking
Lakes over the next several
years,” Olsen said. n
Enjoy Eagan
866-324-2620
eaganmn.com
Coaches Wall,
Vikings Museum

Outdoors
For those who enjoy getting out
in nature, Eagan offers more than
130 miles of walking trails and 54
municipal parks.
Eagan also is home to Lebanon Hills
Regional Park, a 2,000-acre park offering year-round outdoor sports, recreation and environmental education.

Enjoy Eagan

grouptourmagazine.com
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Spomer Classics shares auto memories
Grandchildren, collectors and car
fanatics alike will enjoy Spomer Classics,
a one-of-a-kind museum of automobile
memorabilia, classic cars, and porcelain
and neon signs in Worthington.
More than 1,000 pieces of auto-related collectables fill the 20,000-square-
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foot museum, and over 250 neon signs
illuminate every tour.
Spomer Classics’ hand-curated collection — a 36-years-and-counting project — is steeped in history. Visitors learn
about the museum’s collection from
the owner himself, stopping in front of

dozens of vintage pieces during the tour
to learn the story behind each antique.
“We’re about restoring memories,”
said Marv Spomer, owner of Spomer
Classics. “You can tell there are stories
with a lot of different pieces we have, and
the history comes right along with each.”

minnesota
Spomer’s network of car dealers and
collectors led him to many of his items,
all thanks to his long career as a dealership owner and operator that began in
1963. He has purchased every single
item in the museum himself, in person,
without conducting any online research
ahead of time.
The museum has something for everyone: a 1928 neon Pontiac dealership

sign that came from the props department in Hollywood; a 101-year-old,
opal-melt glass Buick sign that’s the only
one of its kind in existence; hundreds
of pieces of antique Coke and ice cream
memorabilia; and dozens of original
mannequins.
Grandparents bring their grandkids.
Husbands bring their wives, and wives
bring their husbands. And the museum

Spomer Classics

Continued on page 40

grouptourmagazine.com
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Continued from page 39

Spomer Classics

has given tours to The Red Hat Ladies and
quilting groups of women in their 80s.
“Some ladies think it’s just another car
museum, so they don’t come in,” Spomer
said. “But it’s not long after I start giving
the presentation that some of the gals on
the tour go out and say, ‘Hey, this isn’t
your ordinary car museum!’”
Tours run daily, and guests can
now experience the new nighttime

tour: an experience to walk among the
neon fluorescents as they radiate in the
dark, reflecting against the vintage cars
around the building. n
Spomer Classics
507-376-9557
spomerclassics.com

N AT I O N A L E A G L E C E N T E R
WA B A S H A , M N

EXPLOREMINNESOTA.COM
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Irvin displays force and grace in Duluth
Groups can get a sense of what life
was like onboard the William A. Irvin,
the flagship of United States Steel’s Great
Lakes fleet.
The vessel, which carried iron ore
and coal to Great Lakes ports for 40
years, is now a ship museum in Duluth.
The Irvin is docked along the waterfront of Lake Superior next to the Duluth Entertainment Convention Center
and near the Aerial Lift Bridge.
The vessel, named for a president of
U.S. Steel, was christened in 1938 and
sailed the Great Lakes until 1978.
While the Irvin was a workhorse for
the company, it was also the fleet’s flagship and had four private luxury cabins
for dignitaries, along with a separate
dining room and lounge. The guest areas
are trimmed in oak paneling and walnut
veneer with brass hand railings.
Alexis Archambeau, manager of the
Irvin, said the museum offers hourlong
guided tours on board the vessel. There
is a special rate for groups of 20 or more
that book in advance, which includes a
parking pass for the motorcoaches that
is otherwise not included.
“The tour takes groups to different
places of the ship, including the engine
room, galley, crew quarters, guest dining, guest suites, pilot house and many
other areas,” Archambeau said. “Overall,
people love to learn what it was like to

work on these ships, and they are always
so surprised at the beauty of the guest
areas.”
From the 2,000-horsepower steam
turbine engine to the delicate antique
fixtures, all is pristine on the Irvin.
Ship tours for groups are available
seven days a week from May through
September. Tours sell out at around 25

people. A group larger than 25 is divided
into smaller groups, whose tours start in
15-minute increments.
A gift shop carries nautical items and
collectibles. n
William A. Irvin
218-623-1236
decc.org/william-a-irvin

William A. Irvin
grouptourmagazine.com
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Ohio

Lake Erie Shores & Islands
Lake Erie Shores & Islands is centrally located within a fivehour drive of several major metropolitan areas.
“Home to over 90 attractions of all varieties, and the likes of
Cedar Point and Put-in-Bay, Ohio’s Lake Erie Shores & Islands
has the perfect mixture of history, nature, adventure and fun to
please any group traveler,” said Brian Shifflet, group experience
manager for Lake Erie Shores & Islands.
“Utilizing our bureau services (itinerary development,
welcome packets, hotel assistance, etc.) will ensure the group
has knowledge of the region and a seamless tour experience.
Be sure to check out our 16 group tour co-op partners who
will go the extra mile to make certain your experience will be
second to none.”
Lake Erie Shores & Islands
419-734-4386
groups.shoresandislands.com

EXPLORE

Liberty Aviation
Museum in Port Clinton
showcases operational
historical aircraft and
vehicles, including Georgie’s
Gal, a World War II B-25
Mitchell bomber, a U.S. Navy
WWII TBM Avenger and a PT
boat. Witness the restoration
of a 1929 Ford Tri-Motor
airplane and dine in the
1950s-era themed Tin Goose
Diner. The museum is open
year-round.
Liberty Aviation Museum
419-732-0234
libertyaviationmuseum.org
Lake Erie Shores & Islands
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DISCOVER

RIDE

The Midwest’s only drivethru safari, African Safari
Wildlife Park in Port Clinton
is home to bongo, giraffe and
zebra. Get ready for a wild
time feeding exotic animals
from the motorcoach. Stop
by the Walk-Thru Safari to
learn about the animals
during daily education
programs. A step-on guide
can be reserved (subject to
availability).

Island Transportation’s
Put-in-Bay Tour Train is the
way to see the resort area of
South Bass Island. The onehour narrated, historical tram
tour has stop-off privileges
at various locations on the
island. In addition to the tram
tour, Island Transportation
offers a number of different
packages involving numerous
attractions, transportation and
lunch options for groups.

African Safari Wildlife Park
419-732-3606
africansafariwildlife
park.com

Island Transportation
419-285-4855, ext. 102
putinbaytrans.com

ENJOY

Open May–October in
Sandusky, Cedar Point
amusement park is home to
70 rides, including 18 worldclass roller coasters. New
for 2019 is the immersive,
interactive entertainment
experience at Forbidden
Frontier on Adventure
Island. With so many rides,
shows, dining options and
attractions, it’s easy to see
why one day is not enough
to explore the 364-acre
destination.
Cedar Point
cedarpoint.com

ohio

Airstream Factory Tour tells iconic brand’s story

Airstream

true. Come see how we start with a rivet
and finish with an Airstream.”
Jay Cullis, content manager, noted it’s
not often that manufacturing facilities
open their doors to the public.
“Guests get an up-close perspective on this integral component in the
American economic landscape,” Cullis
said. “Often, we have new owners come
to see their ‘baby’ being born. They stay
at a hotel in the area and come on the
tour each day to see the progress on

you simply haven’t been!

Airstream Factory Tour
877-596-6111
airstream.com/company/
factory-tour

Inspirational,
Broadway-Style Shows!

Travel TUSC.COM
D
VOTE

...plus concerts
from world-class artists!

BEST

TINAUNTITRYON
DES
IN AMISH CO

Lehman’s new
tiny house!

«

Visit Lehmans.com/bus-tours for all the group tour offerings
and information. Please allow at least two hours for your visit.

Ricky Skaggs

JULY 2 0, 2 019

AUGUST 3, 2 019

n

De

Shop thousands of new products and tour the new aspirational
Tiny House on a Tiny Homestead only at Lehman’s - For a simpler life.

Nichole Nordeman

LEHMANS.COM
800.438.5346

at

i

s M a g a zin
on

e’

s

Book your group now!

i

IF YOU HAVEN’ T BEEN
TO
LATELY,

their Airstream.”
The free tours last about two hours,
and visitors must wear closed-toe shoes.
Tours are available Monday through
Friday at 2 p.m. The tour involves a
1-mile walk, and Airstream is happy to
accommodate accessibility needs. n

st

Get a close-up look at how an
American icon is manufactured on an
Airstream Factory Tour.
The tour at the plant in Jackson
Center follows the step-by-step process
of building the world’s most recognizable
travel trailer.
Visitors watch as teams rivet aluminum sheets into the familiar Airstream
shell; lift shells onto chassis; install
insulation, electrical, gas and plumbing;
and build furniture and cabinetry.
Tours also visit the touring coach
manufacturing facility where Airstream
builds its top-of-the-line Class B motor
homes.
The tour features a healthy dose of
history, as guides highlight Airstream’s
nearly 90-year success story.
Tours begin in the Airstream service
center and gift shop and make stops
along the way to see iconic vintage models on display. Retirees who spent many
years working in the plant lead the tours.
“Visitors on the Airstream factory
tour get to see how this iconic brand is
really just a small company in America’s
heartland — a family of craftspeople who
work together to create a piece of Americana,” said Bob Wheeler, president and
CEO. “We don’t have automated assembly lines here. Airstream travel trailers are
made by hand in Jackson Center, Ohio,
by men and women who take pride in
their work, knowing that the end result
will make someone’s travel dreams come

OhioStarTheater.com
1387 Old Route 39, Sugarcreek, OH
Group Sales – 855-344-7547

grouptourmagazine.com
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Sample the
Donut Trail in
Butler County
For a delicious adventure, take the
Butler County Donut Trail in southwestern Ohio.
The Butler County Visitors Bureau
launched the Donut Trail in January 2016
to feature 12 mom-and-pop doughnut
shops that hand make doughnuts every
morning. The bureau decided to start the
Donut Trail because Butler County has
one of the highest number of doughnut
shops per capita in the country.
Groups enjoy the trail in a variety of
ways. Depending upon the group’s size and
timeframe, the bureau recommends groups
go to a smaller selection of the shops rather
than doing the full Donut Trail.
In general, the bureau plans custom
trips for groups, including options for

Butler County Visitors Bureau

a step-on guide, doughnut trivia with
doughnut prizes, custom experiences
like doughnut decorating or learning the
art of coffee roasting. Many times, the

shop owners meet and greet the groups.
Individuals often get the entire Donut
Trail done in a day or two, but with additional experiences added on to a group

You’ll Love
Our Tours
Ideal Northeast Ohio location
midway between New York &
Chicago, Cleveland & Pittsburgh

Lanterman’s Mill
Mill Creek MetroParks
photo: Scott Lanz

Fellows Riverside Gardens
Mill Creek MetroParks
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The Butler Institute of American Art
Celebrating 100 Years of Great American Art

Contact Us

about FREE step-on guide service.

800.447.8201 youngstownlive.com

ohio
outing, more time is spent at each shop.
Therefore, the bureau recommends a
smaller selection rather than the full trail.
“I love helping groups experience the
Donut Trail,” said Margaret O’Gorman,
the bureau’s tourism development manager for group tours. “It’s so much fun to
see the delight when they taste a freshly
baked doughnut and the joy visitors
experience while exploring the amaz-

ing flavors along the way. Making each
group’s experience unique is something
I strive for each and every time.”
O’Gorman said the Donut Trail is a
great addition to many tours — whether
groups are driving through the region
on the way to another destination or
whether they want to do some in-depth
exploration of Butler County.
Other options the bureau recom-

mends include a stop at Jungle Jim’s
International Market (a 6 ½-acre foodie
paradise under one roof in Fairfield) or
a tour of downtown Hamilton murals
with a mural artist (one mural features
doughnuts). n
Butler County Visitors Bureau
513-860-4194, ext. 111
gettothebc.com

Group Experiences Are

Dickens
Victorian Village

Nov. 1, 2019 – Jan. 1, 2020
Candle Lab

What was Ohio like
in the 1950s?

visitguernseycounty.com
800.933.5480

www.fpconservatory.org
The Kitchen

How do you throw an
authentic festa italiana?
From exploring charming neighborhoods to sampling old-country flavors, wines and more,
Columbus is full of unforgettable hands-on experiences perfect for groups of all sizes. Start
planning your Columbus visit today at experiencecolumbus.com/tours or call 800-354-2657.
Ohio Historical Center

grouptourmagazine.com
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GROUPS OFTEN HAVE THE SAME
RESPONSE TO CLEVELAND.
They come back.

Join in at ThisisCLEveland.com | #This isCLE
Contact Cleveland’s Group Tour Team:

Jane Tougouma | Tel: 216.875.6607 | Email: jtougouma@destinationcle.org + Denise Krauss | Tel: 216.875.6648 | Email: dkrauss@destinationcle.org

Discount group rates
start at 15 guests – buy
online and skip the line!
Start planning a rock star experience for
your groups today by calling 216-515-1228
or contact sales@rockhall.org
BONO OF U2
Inducted 2005

1100 Rock and Roll Blvd.
Cleveland, Ohio 44114

rockhall.com/visit
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SPONSORED CONTENT

Cleveland History Center

Medina County

Explore the Possibilities
Experience year-round Christmas
entertainment at Castle Noel. Students
will enjoy seeing props, set pieces and
costumes from some of their favorite
Christmas movies. View Christmas
window displays from NYC department
stores. Visit agricultural farms, markets
and orchards. Stop in Medina with its
many shops/restaurants in the historic
Victorian Square. Enjoy parks, outlets,
history, first-rate lodging and dining
and so much more. Just 30 miles from
Cleveland and Akron.
800-860-2943
info@visitmedinacounty.com

Discover the extraordinary stories
waiting for you at the Cleveland History
Center. The interactive exhibits showcase
the evolution of Northeast Ohio using
the Western Reserve Historical Society’s
extensive collections. Cleveland Starts
Here®, Cleveland starts with you!
216-721-5722, ext. 1502
hcgroupsales@wrhs.org
bit.ly/2VmEKGf

Lake Erie Canopy Tours
Experience an awe-inspiring view of
Lake Erie as you zip over creeks and
foliage in Geneva State Park. Open
May–October, Lake Erie Canopy Tours
offers a natural setting for a thrilling
day of discovery. Plan zipline excursions
with side-by-side double ziplines and
treetop towers up to 60 feet high.
Or take advantage of the adventure
courses, kayak and pedal boat rentals.
With so many combinations for fun,
Lake Erie Canopy Tours is your perfect
outing this year! Call today and get 10%
off your group of 10 or more!
866-601-1973
lakeeriecanopytours.com
Located at The Lodge at Geneva
4888 North Broadway
Geneva-on-the-Lake, OH 44041
grouptourmagazine.com
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Wisconsin

Cambridge, Blue Mounds, Spring Green & Madison
Dairy State Tours is a Milwaukee-based receptive tour
operator welcoming groups to Wisconsin.
The company offers packaged agricultural tours, Frank Lloyd
Wright experiences and other custom itineraries of Wisconsin
attractions, hotels and dining.
“From Milwaukee to the Capitol in Madison to the Mississippi
River and Door County, Dairy State Tours can craft customized,
fun, food-focused, and unexpected group itineraries,” said cofounder Cory Mace.
Mace and co-founder Lisa Remby met in 2011 while
representing Wisconsin hotels and attractions at national tourism
conferences. It was during these conferences that they heard
many requests from tour operators for packaged Wisconsin
agricultural tours and Frank Lloyd Wright experiences.
And Dairy State Tours was born.
Dairy State Tours
608-770-4675
dairystatetours.com

TOUR

Hinchley’s Dairy Farm,
just west of Cambridge, is
a small, family-run farm. Its
curated, educational and
fun tours include a visit
to the dairy barn and the
opportunity to milk a cow by
hand. Visit the calf barn and
the milk house, and meet
and feed farm animals, such
as chickens, goats, sheep,
cats, ducks and geese. Tours
run approximately 1½ to two
hours.

Roots Chocolate in
Wisconsin Dells is often
called a “chocolate farm,”
as production takes place
on a farm. Plus, owner Lisa
Nelson grows many of the
ingredients for her awardwinning chocolates on the
property. Groups learn about
chocolate production farming
and farm history — complete
with chocolate samples —
and have an opportunity to
purchase treats for the road.

Hinchley’s Dairy Farm
608-764-5090
dairyfarmtours.com

Roots Chocolate
608-963-5319
rootschocolates.com

Dairy State Tours
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EXPLORE

Head to Taliesin, Frank
Lloyd Wright’s home and
school of architecture in
Spring Green. The Hillside
Studio & Theater Tour and
the House Tour provide a
greater understanding of how
Taliesin was used as Wright’s
laboratory of innovations.
A group luncheon in the
Riverview Terrace Café can
be arranged before or after
a tour.
Taliesin
877-588-7900, ext. 229
taliesinpreservation.org

SIP

Bos Meadery in the
heart of Madison produces
mead from Wisconsin honey.
Mead is the world’s oldest
fermented beverage, and
Bos Meadery seeks to bring
mead into the 21st century
and introduce it to food and
craft beverage lovers. Tours
and tastings are available.
The meadery, founded in
2012, produces sparkling,
session, still and seasonal
meads.
Bos Meadery
bosmeadery.com

wisconsin

Pop in at Rural Route 1 Popcorn in Montfort
A tasty shopping experience awaits in
the rolling hills of southwest Wisconsin
between Madison and Dubuque, Iowa.
It’s Rural Route 1 Popcorn, a special
one-stop gourmet popcorn and gift shop
in Montfort.
“We encourage groups to sample all
of our delicious gourmet popcorn flavors,
from our famous fudges and caramels,
to delicious cheese blends,” said Melissa
Trecek, manager of retail brand strategy.
“We are sure to please. Our retail store
contains Wisconsin-made products and
an extensive gift shop for unique, one-ofa-kind finds. A visit to our retail store will
not disappoint.”
Rural Route 1 Popcorn got its start
in 1983 as a result of an experiment that
turned into an opportunity to diversify
and explore a new production crop.
Biddick, Inc. (formerly Trelay Farms
Inc.) of Livingston, has been a producer of seed corn since 1906 when the
founder, Elmer Biddick, made his first
sale. Today, several hundred of the 3,000
farmed acres are dedicated to producing
gourmet popcorn.
“Attention to detail and quality are
the keys to the success of Rural Route
1 Popcorn, which is ear-harvested and
then hand-sorted to select the most
perfect ears,” Trecek said. “And, rather
than choosing corn hybrids that have the
highest yields, varieties are selected based
primarily on taste and tenderness. This
attention to quality, not quantity, assures

Rural Route 1 Popcorn

excellent taste and delicate tenderness for
the ultimate in gourmet popcorn.”
Trecek said Rural Route 1 Popcorn
customers have come to love the company and the store for its delicious popcorn
and the free samples.
“We offer our popcorn by the pound,
in a tub or a tin,” she said. “However you

choose, customers will remember our
hospitality and the beautiful scenic drive
to southwest Wisconsin. Customers come
back for the famous gourmet popcorn.” n
Rural Route 1 Popcorn
877-767-4386
ruralroute1.com

• Botanical Gardens
• Historic Homes
• Worlds Largest
Pheasant Farm
• Industry Tours

grouptourmagazine.com
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Sheboygan charms with food and friendliness
Sheboygan lives up to its name as
“Spirit on the Lake,” by providing an
eclectic mix of experiences for visitors.
The surprise, excitement and uniqueness found at every corner of the city allow groups to forge their own adventure.
This beach-town-meets-German-village
combines the best of food, art, nature and
Midwest living.
When German immigrants brought
their two favorite things to Sheboygan
in the late 1800s — brats and beer — the
area quickly grew its fame as the “Bratwurst Capital of the World.” Groups can
join locals at Miesfeld’s Triangle Market
every Saturday to experience a local brat
fry and enjoy its sausage Sheboyganstyle (on a hard roll). The market sells 25
varieties of bratwurst, and is best known
for The Grand Champion brat, which
is seasoned with Grandpa Miesfeld’s
60-year-old secret spice recipe.
Art lovers can marvel at local works
in the John Michael Kohler Arts Center.
The 10-gallery center features a theater,
performance and meeting spaces, a cafe

and retail store in one spectacular museum experience. Custom guided tours are
available for booking in advance, where
guides walk visitors through the exhibitions and collections, unique gardens and
outdoor grounds, and a pit-stop at the
center’s world-renowned, artist-created
public restrooms.

In the newly built Bookworm Garden,
children’s books are brought to life among
beautiful scenery. More than 65 different
botanic gardens, each inspired by a piece
of children’s literature, let kids of all ages
step into their favorite book. Visitors can
read in or explore favorites like a covered
wagon from Little House on the Prairie or
cozy up on one of The Three Bears’ chairs.
Adults and larger groups can book guided
tours in advance online.
On the shores of Lake Michigan,
nature-lovers will feel at home in KohlerAndrae State Park. More than 2½ miles
of sandy beach, 7 miles of nature trails
and a wooden Dunes Corkwalk highlight
Sheboygan’s scenic geography. Visitors
can explore exhibits and interactive kiosks inside the Sanderling Nature Center
or head to the rooftop for sweeping views
of the sand dunes.
“People typically come to Sheboygan
to experience the beach and our historical Lake Michigan shoreline,” said Shelly
Harms, tours and events manager at Visit
Sheboygan. “But when it comes down to it,
they stay for our food, hospitality and the
friendliness. We’re really proud of that.” n
Visit Sheboygan
800-457-9497
toursheboygan.com

Visit Sheboygan
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Take a spin with Spinning Top & Yo-Yo Museum
An unusual museum of tops, yoyos and gyroscopes awaits in historic
Burlington. The Spinning Top & Yo-Yo
Museum delivers a tour, program and
hands-on fun for all.
Group tour visitors meet Judith
Schulz, tops expert and collector, who has
worked on an MGM movie and in Hollywood on a TV show.
The fun and fast tour and program
includes 40 different hands-on tops and optical illusions to spin, plus challenges to try.
Schulz can even perform a live show. The
collection includes 2,000 antique and modern spinning tops, yo-yos and gyroscopes.
The hands-on feature is classic fun for
adults, said Schulz, the museum curator.
Everyone gets to try tops that defy physics, a two-person challenge, top action
games, a two-handed spinner, shape
changers and unique spinners.
“Adults always enjoy this as much as

Judith Schulz

the kids, because we are all really just
kids,” Schulz said.
The exhibit features both old and new:
Cracker Jack tops; a 5-pound Malaysian
sports top; Chinese, British, American
and French gyroscopes; optical illusion
tops; Carrom boards; 1,000 yo-yos ranging from Duncan & Fli-Back to Smothers’ Brothers; top games from Wisconsin,
Japan and Germany; Dreidels; Japanese
tops; classic peg tops; and funny advertising tops for cars, bread and shoes.

The visit concludes with a demonstration/show of antique tops, rare tops,
modern visual surprises, a musical top,
classic yo-yo tricks and a re-enactment of
a top scene from the movie My Summer
Story, a sequel to A Christmas Story.
“I find that I have to make adult tour
groups leave,” Schulz said. “They are having so much fun, and the time flies by.”
Schulz is with groups during the
entire visit, which is a series of features.
Operators should allow for 2½ to 2¾
hours at the museum and make arrangements with Schulz in advance.
After the program, groups can browse
the gift shop, which offers 400 kinds of
spinning tops, yo-yos and gyroscopes, and
hands-on logic brain puzzles and books. n
Spinning Top & Yo-Yo Museum
262-763-3946
topmuseum.org

Experience
the scenic
route.
grouptourmagazine.com
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Plan your next tour in Milwaukee
at visitmilwaukee.org/groups

HARLEYDAVIDSON

All types of tours for
all sorts of visitors.
From art to architecture, from serious to silly,
there’s a Museum tour perfect for any group.

mam.org/tours

2019 H-D or its affiliates. HARLEY-DAVIDSON, HARLEY, H-D, and the Bar and Shield Logo are among the trademarks of H-D U.S.A., LLC.

Give your group a
custom-made experience.
Visit H-DMuseum.com
to start your tour build.

©

Dancing Horses Theatre: Open Year Round! 262-728-8200
SHOW & MEAL
PACKAGES AVAILABLE!
Check website for dates and times

www.thedancinghorses.com
5065 Highway 50, Lake Geneva, WI 53115

Reservations suggested
for family entertainment
at it's Best!
Wisconsin’s #1 Must See
Live Attraction!
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MILWAUKEE
visitmilwaukee.org/groups

It’s
ALL IN
Here!
GATHER YOUR GROUP AND PLAN
A TRIP TO THE MIDWEST’S #1
ENTERTAINMENT DESTINATION.

Sweet!

SUPERB MUSICALS
MEMORABLE DINING
SPECTACULAR SHOPS
FABULOUS SERVICE

Tours & Interactive
Exhibits Daily 9AM–4PM
Jelly Belly Visitor Center
10100 Jelly Belly Lane
Pleasant Prairie, WI
JellyBelly.com • 1-866-868-7522
Store Hours 9AM-5PM

© 2019 Jelly Belly Candy Company

More than you’d ever expect!

www.firesidetheatre.com
Fort Atkinson, WI | 800-477-9505

Over 2,500 Slots
Nonstop Bingo Action
100 Table Games
Poker & Off-Track Betting
7 Restaurants
Live Entertainment
19-Story Luxury Hotel

For day trips, contact Lisa Pederson
at 414-847-7982
or LPEDERSON@PAYSBIG.COM.
For overnight stays, contact
Sales & Catering at 414-847-8600
or SALES@PAYSBIG.COM.

1721 WEST CANAL STREET I MILWAUKEE, WI 53233 I 1-800-PAYSBIG I PAYSBIG.COM
OPEN 24/7 I MUST BE AT LEAST 21 YEARS OLD TO ENTER CASINO; 18 TO PLAY BINGO
WINNERS RESPONSIBLE FOR ALL TAXES I MANAGEMENT RESERVES ALL RIGHTS
GAMBLING PROBLEM? CALL 1-800-426-2535
©2019 FOREST COUNTY POTAWATOMI COMMUNITY, WISCONSIN

All This and More...
Racine County, Wisconsin,
located on beautiful Lake
Michigan, offers cultural,
historical and entertaining
attractions for your group
tour.
Contact Eileen Arnold at
Real Racine, 262-884-6407.

grouptourmagazine.com
ADV19024-Group Tour Mag ad.indd 1

1/14/19 12:20 PM
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Connecticut
New London

New London, on the southeastern coast of Connecticut, was
once a busy whaling port.
“Deeply rooted in maritime history, the City of New London
offers visitors a range of historical attractions and landmarks,
as well as eclectic cultural and recreational experiences,” said
Randy Fiveash, director of the Connecticut Office of Tourism.
“The city’s Historic Waterfront District, in particular, is a hub of
activity and major events that bring thousands to Connecticut
each year.”
The waterfront community buzzes with a variety of boutique
shops, restaurants and cultural attractions.
New London is the home of the United States Coast Guard
Academy and will be the future home of the National Coast
Guard Museum.
Connecticut Office of Tourism
888-288-4748
ctvisit.com

DISCOVER

TOUR

VISIT

New London Maritime
Society’s Custom House
Maritime Museum tells
stories of the town’s
waterfront in the former
custom house. Learn the
building’s role in the voyage
of the Amistad. Enslaved
Africans onboard revolted,
seized the ship and sailed it
up the U.S. coast. The navy
intercepted the ship and
brought it to New London.

The Monte Cristo
Cottage is the boyhood
summer home of playwright
Eugene O’Neill and operated
as a museum by the Eugene
O’Neill Theater Center. The
1840s cottage is named in
honor of O’Neill’s father, the
actor James O’Neill, and his
most popular role as Edmond
Dantès in The Count of
Monte Cristo. Group tours are
available by appointment.

The Hempsted Houses
are the 1678 Joshua
Hempsted House and the
1759 Nathaniel Hempsted
House. From 1711 until his
death in 1758, Joshua kept a
diary, one of the best sources
about life in Colonial New
London. Learn about Joshua
and his grandson Nathaniel.
The Connecticut Landmarks
site is open for tours from
May through October.

Custom House
Maritime Museum
860-447-2501
nlmaritimesociety.org

Eugene O’Neill
Theater Center
860-443-5378, ext. 288
theoneill.org

Hempsted Houses
860-443-7949
ctlandmarks.org

EXPLORE

The Fort Trumbull State
Park visitor center contains
state-of-the-art multimedia
theaters, computer touch
screen interactive exhibits
and 3D models. Over 225
years of military history
and technology from the
Revolutionary War to the Cold
War are depicted. Tour the
historic fort, built between
1839 and 1852, and go to
the ramparts for a grand view
of the New London harbor.
Fort Trumbull State Park
860-444-7591

Clockwise from top: U.S. Coast Guard/Petty Officer 3rd Class Nicole Barger, Courtesy Connecticut Office of Tourism (2), Eugene O’Neill Theater Center, New London Maritime
Society
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Mystic Seaport
Museum inspires
Long gone are the whaling days and the
era when the Northeast was the center of
shipbuilding. But visitors can re-live those
days at Mystic Seaport Museum in Mystic.
“We are a 19-acre maritime history
museum,” said Rebecca Shea, group sales
and corporate events manager. “Our mission is to inspire an enduring connection
with American maritime experience.”
Check out the formal exhibition area
at the museum’s north end; explore a recreated seaport village; and see a historic
preservation shipyard. Visitors can climb
aboard historic vessels like the Charles W.
Morgan, the last remaining wooden whaling ship; the Joseph Conrad, a tall ship; the
L. A. Dunton, a fishing schooner; and the
Sabino, a coal-powered steam ship.
The Morgan is the museum’s signature flagship. “She is the last remaining
wooden whale ship in the world, and she
was recently restored in our very own
historic preservation shipyard,” Shea said.
“Not only do we tell the story, we also do
the real gritty, authentic hands-on activity of continuing the skills and artform of
maintaining wooden ships.”
The shipyard also performs historic preservation of vessels from other museums.
“We tell the stories through the actual
historic vessels we have here that our
guests can explore,” Shea said. “They can
also talk to incredibly knowledgeable
interpreters and staff members who have
spent years learning the history and the
nuances of the stories these ships tell.
“We don’t just tell stories, we really
walk the walk here,” Shea said.
Groups of 15 or more receive a discount, and the tour guide and motorcoach driver are comped. The driver also
is given a coupon for a free cup of coffee.
Motorcoach parking is complimentary and ample, Shea said. n

Mystic Seaport Museum

Mystic Seaport Museum
860-572-5309
mysticseaport.org

grouptourmagazine.com
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Sail with Argia Mystic Cruises
Visitors to Mystic can get a taste of
what many in this seafaring community
did in the 18th and 19th centuries — sail
on a wooden sailing ship.
The Argia, a two-masted gaff topsail
schooner that carries 49 passengers, sails
out of downtown Mystic from May 1 to
mid-October.
“This town was one of the three big-
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gest ship-building towns in the Northeast
back in the day when we were building
sailing ships,” said Captain Amy Blumberg. “Our Mystic Seaport Museum basically preserves that flavor. The schooner
Argia, the sailing ship our company runs,
is the only way in town for somebody to
actually be able to go out on the water on
one of these traditional sailing ships.”
Mystic’s location makes sailing easy
for those not used to traveling on water,
Blumberg said.
Fishers Island, a kind of a geological
extension of Long Island, provides protection in the waters outside the harbor,
Blumberg said.
“We’re very, very protected so on
windy days we don’t get much in the way
of waves, which is terrific for visitors,
but we’re also surrounded by islands and
lighthouses and gorgeous homes,” she said.
“Instead of having open ocean to look at
or the shore, you’re actually surrounded by

Courtesy Argia Mystic Cruises

all kinds of really beautiful scenery.”
People who work on old sailing ships
are “kind of a special breed,” Blumberg
said. “They live the life — they’re sanding,
varnishing and maintaining the boat and
they’re usually really enthusiastic about
what they do,” she said. “They love to
tell our passengers all about it. They tell
people a lot about what the lifestyle is like
and what sailing on the ship is like.”
Passengers can bring their wine and
beer on board, and the company provides
cups and napkins, and serves snacks.
Motorcoaches can park in a lot near
the Argia for a nominal charge. While
groups can purchase tickets for public
sailings, it’s usually cheaper to schedule
a two-hour private charter at a flat rate,
Blumberg said. n
Argia Mystic Cruises
860-536-0416
argiamystic.com

ALL ROADS LEAD TO

MOHEGAN SUN
Sign up your group for a bus charter today

BONUS $30 CASINO INCENTIVE PACKAGE*
Monday – Friday Package consists of: One $15 Meal/Retail Credit and One $15 Free Bet Coupon
Meal/Retail credit can be used in any restaurant, a full buffet or shop at Mohegan Sun.

BONUS $25 CASINO INCENTIVE PACKAGE*
Saturday – Sunday Package consists of: One $15 Meal/Retail Credit and One $10 Free Bet Coupon
Meal/Retail credit can be used in any restaurant, a full buffet or shop at Mohegan Sun.

Group Leaders receive an additional $30 PACKAGE
Contact Stephen Olender at 860.862.8988
or solender@mohegansun.com or visit
mohegansun.com/charter to get your
next outing on the road today.
*In order to receive package, bus group must stay for a
minimum of 5 hours. Packages and offer subject to change
without notice. mohegansun.com
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Maine

Portland & Bath
From the mountains to the sea, Maine rolls out the welcome
mat for groups, said Chiara Moriconi, group sales specialist at
the Maine Office of Tourism.
“With 3,500 miles of coastline, Maine is steeped in a
maritime history that lives on today in working waterfronts,
fishing villages and historic downtowns, boat-yards that hearken
back to the era of tall ships, and award-winning, locally-sourced
seafood,” Moriconi said.
“Lighthouses and lobsters and surf crashing on the rocky
shore — these are the enduring images that come to mind when
people think of the classic Maine seacoast. Whether you want to
climb a few of the famous lighthouses or climb a few thousand
feet up majestic mountains, there’s more than plenty of things to
do in Maine.”
Maine Office of Tourism
207-624-9809
visitmaine.com

EXPLORE

SAIL

DISCOVER

Join Portland Discovery
Land & Sea Tours for a
Portland City and Lighthouse
Tour via trolley. The childhood
home of Henry Wadsworth
Longfellow, Victoria Mansion
and the bustling Old Port are
just a few of the landmarks
to be seen as the trolley
travels from city streets to
rocky coast. Stop at Portland
Head Light, Maine’s oldest
lighthouse.

Board one of the
Portland Schooner
Company’s vessels for a
two-hour sail on Casco Bay
from May through October.
Experience the beauty of
the rugged Maine coastline,
complete with lighthouses,
seals and seabirds, from a
wooden schooner. All three of
the company’s windjammers
are listed on the National
Register of Historic Places.

The Maine Maritime
Museum in Bath provides
a scenic campus to learn
about the state’s seafaring
history and long shipbuilding
heritage. The museum offers
an add-on trolley tour that
explains the history and
work of one of the world’s
largest shipbuilders, Bath Iron
Works, as well as a nature
and history cruise on the
Kennebec River.

Portland Discovery
Land & Sea Tours
207-774-0808
portlanddiscovery.com

Portland Schooner
Co. | 1912
207-766-2500
portlandschooner.com

Maine Maritime Museum
207-443-1316, ext. 0
mainemaritimemuseum.org

STROLL

Pick up a map of
a self-guided walking
tour of Bath. Explore its
interesting architecture and
a rich seafaring history. The
walk takes 1–1½ hours to
complete. Spend time in the
bustling and quintessential
New England downtown and
check out several interesting
shops. Bath is known as
Maine’s Cool Little City.
Main Street Bath
207-442-7291
visitbath.com

Clockwise from top: Maine Office of Tourism, Dirk Ingo Franke, Maine Office of Tourism, Kayla Rae, Gary Lundgren/Portland Discovery Land & Sea Tours
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Little Ogunquit packs a big punch
Over the past century, the seaside
village of Ogunquit, Maine, has evolved
without losing any of its rich history,
culture and beauty.
Cape Cod-style homes outfitted with
cedar shake shingles line the tightlypacked streets, and original wooden and
stone buildings, including the Ogunquit
library and the Ogunquit Heritage Center, preserve the rich history and story
behind this region.
From its Native American heritage
to its 19th-century fishing history to the
bustling tourist destination it is today,
Ogunquit provides the perfect “home
away from home” for any group touring
in New England.
“Ogunquit has a little bit of everything, which is why people love this
‘beautiful place on the sea’ as we like to
call it,” said Sarah Potter, president of the
Ogunquit Chamber of Commerce. “One
of our key attributes is that it’s so walkable here. At 4 square miles, we’re one
of the smallest towns in Maine — but it
really allows us to pack in the hospitality
and service that groups are looking for.”
Within a 10- to 15-minute walk,
groups can access shops, accommodations, museums, art galleries and the
beach. The 3½-mile, sheltered and sandy
shores of Ogunquit Beach have become
one of the premier destinations for a classic New England beach experience.
Art lovers will enjoy the Ogunquit
Museum of American Art, which houses
3,000 pieces in its permanent collection,
as well as the Barn Gallery, a nonprofit

Bob Dennis

Tom Schlicter

arts collective and performing arts space
featuring local creatives. Ogunquit has
also become well-known as one of the
most inclusive and thriving destinations
for LGBTQ travelers.
To get a better understanding of the
region’s past, groups can visit the Ogunquit Heritage Museum, which highlights
Native American history. Or take a ride
on the trolley system to Perkins Cove, a
historic fishing district perched on the
cliffs of a barrier peninsula.
For quintessential New England
coastal views, groups can walk along
the popular Marginal Walk Way — a
1¼-mile-long cliff walk that begins at
the base of Perkin’s Cove peninsula and
winds past rocky shoreline and under
shaded groves to Ogunquit Beach. n

Ray Casbourn

Ogunquit Chamber of Commerce
207-646-2939
visitogunquit.org

grouptourmagazine.com
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Maryland
Havre de Grace

Havre de Grace, nestled along the banks of the
Susquehanna River, is a waterfront community, rich in maritime
heritage and history.
“Havre de Grace is a beautiful picturesque town, where the
Susquehanna River empties into the Chesapeake Bay,” said
Rich Gilbert, travel trade sales manager at the Maryland Office
of Tourism. “Home to the oldest lighthouse in the state and the
‘Decoy Capital of the World,’ Havre de Grace lost out to being
our nation’s capital by a single vote.”
Stroll along the promenade to see the iconic Concord Point
Lighthouse and visit the Havre de Grace Decoy Museum.
Filled with waterfront trails, scenic parks and local seafood,
the town offers a Main Street lined with boutique and antique
shops and a bustling arts district.
Maryland Office of Tourism
410-767-6288
visitmaryland.org/groups

CLIMB

TOUR

Visit Havre de Grace’s
best-known landmark,
Concord Point Lighthouse.
Built in 1827, the 26foot lighthouse was
decommissioned in 1975.
However, the light shines
nightly with a fifth order
Fresnel lens. Displays and a
gift shop are in the keeper’s
house. The lighthouse is
open from April through
October.

Head to Havre de Grace
Decoy Museum to discover
the art of decoy making and
the waterfowling traditions of
Havre de Grace. See working
and decorative decoys.
Group tours are available
by reservation for adults.
Docents guide groups through
the museum’s galleries and
provide supplementing exhibit
material with anecdotes and
additional information.

Concord Point Lighthouse
410-939-3213
concordpointlight
house.org

Havre de Grace
Decoy Museum
410-939-3739
decoymuseum.com

CRUISE

Go aboard the BlackEyed Susan paddlewheeler for a cruise on the
Susquehanna River and
Upper Chesapeake Bay.
The Victorian-style main
deck is climate controlled
for all seasons, and there is
a canopied open-air upper
deck with fold-down windows,
if required. Food service and
themed entertainment are
available. Special packages
are offered to tour groups.
Black-Eyed Susan
410-939-2161
blackeyedsusanhdg.com

Clockwise from top: iStock, City of Havre de Grace Office of Tourism, Visit Harford! (2), City of Havre de Grace Office of Tourism
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TASTE

Head to Bomboy’s
Homemade Candy. The
family-owned business
makes all of its own
chocolates and candies inhouse and has been a staple
in the Havre de Grace area
since 1978 when Barry and
Jean Bomboy established
their shop. A new building
opened in 2000, and ice
cream was added in 2007.
Bomboy’s
Homemade Candy
410-939-2924
bomboyscandy.com

MARYLAND

Discover 17th century settlement
at Historic St. Mary’s City
Historic St. Mary’s City, an East
Coast hidden gem, uncovers a carefully
excavated and reconstructed site of a
17th-century New World settlement, the
earliest of Colonial America.
“Most people, when they think of
Colonial America, think of the 18th
century,” said Regina Faden, executive
director. “This is the 17th century. This
is the first generation of people coming
over here.
“Visitors should understand what
they see above ground here are reconstructions, but it’s the best-preserved
17th-century site in archaeology on the
East Coast. And it’s on the original site,
unlike Plymouth and Colonial Williamsburg,” she said.
Historic St. Mary’s City in St. Mary’s
City also is the birthplace in the Englishspeaking world of the separation of
church and state, Faden said. “There was
no official church here.”
Using “material culture” retrieved at
the site, St. Mary’s City interprets the stories of those who lived there — not only
the rich but also the indentured servants,
poor people, slaves and free Africans,
Faden said.
Following an introduction, visitors
board a reproduction ship and learn how
people came there and about trade, maritime history and immigration. They also
get a hands-on experience at an on-site
Indian hamlet where they can tan hides,

Donald Winter

grind corn, help craft a dug-out canoe,
and learn about food being grown and
cooked at the site.
At the “town center,” visitors can learn
about the tobacco economy and see the
different types of items people would buy.
“Everything is done here as historically accurate as possible,” Faden said.
She stressed that the area around the
site is rural.
“If people are expecting to stroll
around on city streets and go around
shopping in little boutiques, that’s not the

experience,” she said. “The experience
is really about getting back into colonial
history.”
Groups of 10 or more receive a group
rate, and motorcoach drivers are comped.
Groups can order box lunches from an
on-site bakery.
“There is plenty of bus parking,”
Faden said. “And it’s free.” n
Historic St. Mary’s City
240-895-4980
hsmcdigshistory.org

grouptourmagazine.com
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By David Hoekman

Baltimore
Charm City revs up experiential
tours amid historical sites

One-of-a-kind attractions
and one-of-kind experiences combine
to make Baltimore a top destination
along the historic Eastern Seaboard.
“Our city is host to hundreds of
must-see attractions that only exist
in Baltimore, such as Fort McHenry
National Monument and Historic
Shrine, the American Visionary Art
Museum, The National Aquarium and
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The National Great Blacks in Wax
Museum, to name a few,” said Eric
Masterton, director of tourism at
Visit Baltimore. “Tour operators will
find our front-line hospitality professionals extremely well-engaged and
group friendly. If you haven’t been to
Baltimore in the last five years and
experienced our urban renaissance,
your groups are missing out.”

Fort McHenry
National Monument
and Historic Shrine

Experiences
Visit Baltimore has developed
several new, one-of-a-kind experiences for group tours. These offerings get groups beneath the surface,
behind-the-scenes and hands-on,
meeting the locals and discovering
the story. Activities range from the
Must-sees
Fort McHenry National Monument
and Historic Shrine, which defended
Baltimore Harbor during the War of
1812 and stopped a British advance,
is a must-see when visiting Baltimore. Francis Scott Key, a lawyer and
amateur poet, was so inspired by the
fort’s defenders he composed “The
Star-Spangled Banner,” originally entitled “Defense of Fort McHenry.”
Group members will gaze in
wonder at the extensive collection of
locomotives and rolling stock at the
B&O Railroad Museum, known as the
Birthplace of American Railroading. A
variety of tours are offered for groups,
including seasonal train rides aboard
the Mile One Express that travels
along the first commercial mile of railroad right of way laid in America.
“We also recommend a group
dining experience at one of our new
upscale food markets,” Masterton
said. “Of course, a trip to Baltimore
isn’t complete without a ride on a
Baltimore Water Taxi to fun neighborhoods and attractions.”

art of Neapolitan pizza making and
the science of wine to a journey
into the beginnings of the American
railroad and an investigation into the
legacy of Edgar Allan Poe.
“We began offering experiential
tours to provide something special
for our visitors and to provide a way
Sports
Baltimore is a huge sports city
and has been home to legends
like baseball slugger Babe Ruth,
swimmer Michael Phelps and NFL
quarterback Johnny Unitas.
With two pro teams and stadiums right in the heart of downtown, groups can easily experience
professional football and baseball in
state-of-the-art venues. In the NFL,
the Baltimore Ravens play home
games at M&T Bank Stadium.
The home field for the storied
Baltimore Orioles is Oriole Park
at Camden Yards. The ballpark
opened in 1992 and was an instant classic.
“The history and culinary scene
are also a big draw for groups,”
Masterton said. “This blend of
sports, history and culinary makes
Baltimore a must-see destination.”
Visit Baltimore assists with
itinerary development, hotel
room proposals, attraction group
pricing, motorcoach parking and
welcome bags.

for our attractions and restaurants
to offer something unique and
spectacular,” Masterton said. “These
tours can be difficult to maintain,
but our members do a fantastic job
with them. I highly recommend the
experiential packages — it outperforms all others.”
Preparing for ABA
Visit Baltimore plays host to
the American Bus Association
Marketplace in 2021. Masterton
said the city’s attractions, restaurants, theaters and tour providers
are revving their engines to show
the masses what group tours are
all about.
“Baltimore grows every year
with new buildings, new experiences, new restaurants and
more,” Masterton said. “Our
improved water taxi system,
free Charm City Circulator bus
system, scooter and bike rentals
make getting around that much
easier. Of course, Baltimore is
also an extremely walkable city,
and groups always love exploring
at their own leisure.” n
Visit Baltimore
410-659-7090
baltimore.org/group-travel

Visit Baltimore

grouptourmagazine.com
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MARYLAND

Banneker-Douglass Museum
celebrates African-Americans
Interpreting and promoting Maryland’s African-American history is the
mission of the Banneker-Douglass Museum in Annapolis.
The museum is located in the former
Mount Moriah A.M.E. Church.

“Visitors will have a better understanding and appreciation of America’s
rich history and cultural diversity, specifically African-American history and
culture in Maryland,” said Robert James,
director of marketing and communications.
The permanent exhibit, “Deep Roots,
Rising Waters” provides an overview of
African-American history in Maryland
from 1633 to the present day. It chronicles how African-Americans throughout
the state made lasting changes for all
Americans.
Visitors find out about Maryland’s
first African-American settler, Mathias
De Sousa, and learn how Benjamin Banneker was able to use his almanac as an
anti-slavery protest to Thomas Jefferson.
Hear one of Frederick Douglass’

speeches against racism and slavery and
view a reward poster for Harriet Tubman
while re-enacting a slave escape like that
of Lear Green.
Discover how Thurgood Marshall
fought to change the education system in
the United States.
On view through Dec. 28 is the temporary exhibit “Verda’s Place.” The exhibit
is a homage to the valiant woman Verda
Freeman Welcome, the first black woman
elected to a state Senate.
This cafe-themed exhibition is a
direct response to places where Verda
Welcome was unwelcome. Through
memorabilia, photographs and archival
documents, “Verda’s Place” encourages
interaction and participation to move
beyond the exhibition space and into the
communities of those who visit.
The museum offers guided tours.
Reservations should be made at least two
weeks in advance. James recommended
operators allow one to two hours to tour
the entire museum. n
Banneker-Douglass Museum
410-216-6181
bdmuseum.maryland.gov

Dine at restaurants serving up cutting-edge
cuisine, shop dozens of specialty shops and
experience galleries & theaters. History
enthusiasts seek out Civil War sites. Wander
mountain trails in National & State parks. Visit
dozens of wineries, breweries & distilleries.

VISITFREDERICK.ORG • 800-999-3613
Banneker-Douglass Museum
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Massachusetts
Cape Cod

Cape Cod’s scenic beauty and timeless character account
for its enduring popularity.
“There’s no place quite like Cape Cod,” said Patti Lloyd, vice
president of sales at the Cape Cod Chamber of Commerce/
CVB. “Boasting 559 miles of pristine coastline, it is a destination
with rich history, a vibrant arts community and numerous
recreational opportunities.”
Fifteen towns and many villages make up the Cape’s
landscape, including the town of Barnstable and the village of
Hyannis. A concentration of cultural attractions — museums,
maritime history, performing arts space, galleries and locally
owned shops, restaurants and hotels — grace Hyannis Main
Street, harbor areas and beyond. The Kennedy Legacy Trail
attracts many visitors and includes the JFK Hyannis Museum.
Cape Cod Chamber of Commerce/CVB
508-362-9351
capecodgrouptours.com

RIDE

Art’s Dune Tours shares
the history, culture and
ecology of the Provincetown
dunes in the Cape Cod
National Seashore. In addition
to the one-hour, off-road tour
experience, the company
offers a wide variety of other
experiences that combine
the natural beauty of the
dunes with the cape’s famous
sunsets, dinners on the
beach, boating and private
celebrations.
Art’s Dune Tours
508-487-1950
artsdunetours.com

TOUR

Heritage Museums
& Gardens in Sandwich
is home to the most
comprehensive collection
of rhododendrons and
hydrangeas in the country.
Three gallery buildings
hold permanent exhibits of
world-class automobiles, a
working vintage carousel,
American folk art and special
exhibitions.
Heritage Museums
& Gardens
508-888-3300, ext.120
heritagemuseumsand
gardens.org

DISCOVER

WATCH

Cahoon Museum of
American Art in Cotuit
celebrates American art in
ways that expand knowledge,
enrich the spirit and engage
the heart. Once the home
and studio of folk artists
Ralph and Martha Cahoon,
the newly renovated and
expanded space offers
original exhibitions, American
art and folk art, plus docentled tours.

Stellwagen Bank National
Marine Sanctuary, located off
the coast of Cape Cod, is the
seasonal feeding grounds
for several whale species,
including humpback, finback,
minke and pilot whales. Local
whale watch companies
offer excursions to view
the whales. Naturalists
onboard the vessels educate
passengers about different
whale behaviors.

Cahoon Museum of
American Art
508-428-7581
cahoonmuseum.org

Cape Cod Chamber
of Commerce
508-362-9351
capecodgrouptours.com

Clockwise from top: Cape Cod Chamber of Commerce/CVB, Dolphin Fleet/Courtesy of Cape Cod Chamber of Commerce/CVB, Cahoon Museum of American Art, Historic Vehicle
Association, Art’s Dune Tours
grouptourmagazine.com
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Take in Martha’s Vineyard with Farm. Field. Sea.
One way to truly know a destination
is to eat the local food. Farm. Field. Sea.
makes that possible in a unique way on
Martha’s Vineyard with island culinary
adventures.
The company offers cooking classes
and culinary tours with an education
twist, said owner Nevette Previd. “We
pride ourselves on it being a real immersive experience,” she said. “In order to
provide that, we have smaller groups with
real on-location events.”
Tapping into the island’s sea-faring
history, Previd offers oyster tours and fish
education with visits to fish markets and
fishermen. “Everything’s usually followed
by some sort of amazing tasting or meal,”
she said.
Farm. Field. Sea. customizes tours
for groups of 10 to 25. On oyster tours,
groups can travel on a motor boat or
wooden sailing ship where they’ll meet

a local shellfish
biologist to learn
about aquaculture. At an oyster
farm, visitors see a
working nursery.
The adventure is
topped off with a
shucking demo of
fresh oysters and a
sampling of island
oysters.
“If they want to
do more of a cuLisa Vanderhoop
linary tour, we go
out with chefs into
the field to meet the farmers and talk about
their different crops,” Previd said “Then we
go back to a shared table and eat.”
Foraging tours take participants to
“various gorgeous properties” to learn
how to forage in the woods,” Previd said.

The company also does pop-up dinners and cocktail parties “at really cool
locations on the vineyard like a local
shipyard or in the middle of a farm field,”
she said. Pop-up parties can accommodate up to 50 visitors while most farm
and field trips are limited to 25.
Tours are done year-round, but
mostly May through December. Earlier
in the year visitors can take kelp tours.
“It’s a new product here in the vineyard
and only the second of its kind on the
East Coast,” Previd said.
Tour operators are comped with
parties of 15 or more. The company can
arrange transportation from the ferry. n
Farm. Field. Sea.
508-687-9012
farmfieldsea.com
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Visit
MASSACHUSETTS
Only 30 minutes from Boston, the North of Boston region
is home to well-known cities such as Salem, home of
the infamous Witch Trials and Gloucester, America’s
oldest seaport. Within our 34 cities and towns, find
accommodations, restaurants, breweries, wineries,
distilleries, transportation, unique event sites, group
attractions, sightseeing, wedding services, tours,
and more. Request a free Travel & Group Guide.
Photo: Little Harbor Boathouse in Marblehead by Victoria Dosch
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Encounter creativity at
The Brush Art Gallery and Studios
Located in Lowell National Historical
Park in Lowell, the Brush Art Gallery
and Studios offers visitors a chance to
view quality art and interact with artists
who do their work at the facility.
Museum-quality exhibitions at the
gallery change every six or seven weeks,
said James Dyment, executive director.
“Some of them are juried, and some of
them are invitational,” he said.
The Brush presents a quilt exhibit
every August, he added.
“We also have studios in the back of
the building, and we have nine studio
artists at the moment who rent spaces
and the studios are open all the time
when we’re open,” Dyment said.
A diverse group of artists work at
The Brush.
“Some are painters,” Dyment said.

“We also have ceramic artists, two quilters, a graphic designer, a multimedia
artist and a photographer so there’s lots
to see. And there’s always two or three
artists here so there are people who can
talk about what they’re working on. One
woman makes jewelry out of found objects so it’s interesting to walk through.”
Associate artists rent wall spaces in
the hallway. “So it’s kind of got like a gift
shop atmosphere in the hall,” Dyment
said.
The Brush was the first facility with
open studios in Lowell and has been an
attraction for visitors to Lowell National
Historical Park for more than 36 years.
Admission to the gallery and studios
is free, although donations are accepted.
Reservations are required for groups
of eight or more. Groups should let

the staff know they are coming ahead
of time so arrangements can be made
for artists to be present. Dyment also
likes to greet visitors and give them an
introduction.
Self-guided tours and guided tours
are available.
During the summer, the gallery and
studios are open six days a week. From
January through March, it’s open five
days a week.
Motorcoaches may park to the side
of the gated parking lot behind the
building at no charge. n
The Brush Art Gallery and Studios
978-459-7819
thebrush.org

A GROUP PLANNER’S GUIDE TO THE BERKSHIRES
NORMAN ROCKWELL MUSEUM:
“A must-see in the Berkshires!” Come
celebrate 50 years with us and enjoy the
largest collection of original Rockwell art and
featured illustrators. Group discounts are
available and the museum is open year-round
(please note Rockwell’s Studio & Café open seasonally).
Route 183 • Stockbridge, MA • 413.931.2221 • nrm.org

NAUMKEAG HISTORIC HOME &
GARDEN: With a fully intact collection, and
one of the most famous mid-century gardens
in the country, this Gilded Age home offers
something for everyone. Breathtaking views
of the Berkshire hills are perfect for sunsets
and fall foliage. 5 Prospect Hill Road • Stockbridge, MA
413.298.3239 • http://naumkeag.thetrustees.org

THE MOUNT, EDITH WHARTON’S HOME:
Discover The Mount, Edith Wharton’s home
and a Gilded Age gem! Your group can tour
the house and gardens, lunch on the terrace,
and browse our gift shop. Specialty tours are
available. 2 Plunkett Street • Lenox, MA
413.551.5111 • edithwharton.org/visit/group-tours

FAIRFIELD INN & SUITES – BERKSHIRES:
The only award-winning Marriott in the
Berkshires welcomes groups! Ask how you
can earn Marriott Rewards. Complimentary
full, hot breakfast buffet, indoor heated pool
& spa, exercise room and free wifi available.
249 Stockbridge Road • Great Barrington, MA • 413.644.3200
marriott.com/gbrfi

HISTORIC DEERFIELD: An authentic 18thcentury New England village of restored
museum houses with period architecture &
furnishings. Group discounts/experiences
available While here enjoy a meal at the
Deerfield Inn. Open daily mid-April December. 80 Old Main Street • Deerfield, MA • 413.775.7214
historic-deerfield.org

HILTON GARDEN INN – LENOX/
PITTSFIELD: We welcome groups and are
centrally located to all the Berkshires has to
offer. An award-winning hotel ranked in the
top 2% of all HGIs! Enjoy 95 guestrooms,
free coach parking, group dining and
menus available. 1032 South Street • Pittsfield, MA
413-448-2222 • LenoxPittsfield.HGI.com

Visit berkshires.org to sign up for our Groups e-News
grouptourmagazine.com
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Shop on at Faneuil Hall Marketplace
At Boston’s Faneuil Hall, a national
historical park, visitors can get a taste of
American history and then venture to
Quincy Market for a taste of food from
around the world at restaurants and
food stalls.
“When people want to learn about
history, they think of the great hall that’s
historic Faneuil Hall right next door to
us and which we’re named after,” said
Edward Hurley, marketing director of the
historic indoor/outdoor shopping center.
“The buildings themselves are historic, and there are free tours of Faneuil
Hall and Quincy Market,” he said. Faneuil Hall’s top floor houses the Ancient
and Honorable Artillery Company Museum with military artifacts, uniforms,
medals and relics. Admission is free.
“Quincy Market has a food colonnade that is world-renowned,” Hurley
said. “It’s the place where you can go and

kind of travel the world and taste your
way through everything.”
To accommodate a variety of tastes,
the market offers a meal voucher program. “Our meal vouchers give tour
operators a meal option that is economical and that also provides variety
because over 20 of our food colonnade
merchants participate,” he said.
Vouchers are available for meals or
snacks. Groups get one free with every
50 purchased.
With advance notice, someone will
greet groups with welcome kits that include information about the market and
Boston. The kits also include the Fanueil
Hall Pass, a discount card for use at 30
merchants in the market. n
Faneuil Hall Marketplace
617-523-1300
faneuilhallmarketplace.com

Bring your groups to historic Symphony Hall,
the home of The Boston Symphony Orchestra.

s e pte m be r 19–may 2

800-933-4255 · bso.org · groupsales@bso.org

Season Sponsors
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New Hampshire
Portsmouth

Portsmouth is a historic working seaport with an
internationally recognized arts and cultural scene.
“Explore Portsmouth in just a few hours, a day or plan a
weekend around your interests,” said Cecelia Smith, tourism
director at The Chamber Collaborative of Greater Portsmouth.
History comes to life in Portsmouth, with a first-rate collection
of historic homes and museums open for tours.
Portsmouth takes pride in everything local. From tax-free
shopping in dozens of independently owned boutiques and
art galleries to the chef-owned farm-to-table and sea-to-table
restaurants to local craft breweries — it is a small city with a
welcoming town atmosphere, true to its historic charm with
modern-day amenities and a waterfront location.
The Chamber Collaborative of Greater Portsmouth
603-610-5510
goportsmouthnh.com

TOUR

Strawbery Banke
Museum tells 300-plus years
of history through buildings
and gardens on their original
foundations — and the
families who lived here — in
the waterfront neighborhood
of Puddle Dock. From May
1 through Oct. 31, groups
take self-guided tours, with
guided tours in November
and December. Upon arriving,
the staff gives groups an
orientation.
Strawbery Banke Museum
603-433-1110
strawberybanke.org

SAIL

The Isles of Shoals
Steamship Company offers
day trips and themed cruises
through Portsmouth Harbor
and to the Isles of Shoals.
Little known but historically
crucial, the legendary Isles
of Shoals, located 6 miles
off the coast, is an intriguing
archipelago of nine islands
steeped with history. See
tugboats and tankers in the
harbor.
Isles of Shoals
Steamship Company
603-399-6406
islesofshoals.com

ENJOY

The Music Hall is a
performing arts center
featuring entertainment in
two theaters in its downtown
Portsmouth campus — the
landmark 1878 Victorian
theater and the intimate
Music Hall Loft around the
corner. Audiences see artists
from Tony Bennett to Ray
LaMontagne, literary giants,
comedians, Broadway-caliber
musical theater and indie
movies.
The Music Hall
603-766-2202
themusichall.org

TASTE

Roam for foam on a
private tour with Granite
State Growler Tours. The
company finds the right stops
and plans a unique trip. Tour
breweries, meet brewers and
taste beers from the Granite
State. Guides share stories
of New Hampshire’s rich and
foamy history of brewing. See
brewing- and beer-related
sites from the American
Revolution to Prohibition.
Granite State
Growler Tours
603-964-0284
nhbeerbus.com

Clockwise from top: Rich Beauchesne, Granite State Growler Tours, David J. Murrary/ClearEyePhoto.com, Bridgette Desmond, Nicki Noble

grouptourmagazine.com
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Mount Washington Cog Railway
celebrates 150 years
In 1869, the train known as “Peppersass” became the first cog-driven,
mountain-climbing train when it
ascended New Hampshire’s 6,288-foot
Mount Washington. Now, 150 years later,
the Mount Washington Cog Railway remains fully operational and is a National
Historic Engineering Landmark.
“The Mount Washington Cog Railway
is a three-hour scenic round trip to the
summit of Mount Washington, located
in the beautiful region of the White

an

AMAZING ADVENTURE to the top

of NEW ENGLAND’S HIGHEST PEAK!
3-hr. round trip on eco-friendly biodiesel or steam trains
World’s 1st & only mtn-climbing cog RR east of Rockies!
• Free admission to the new Cog Railway Museum!
•
•

BASE STATION RD, MARSHFIELD STATION, NH
thecog.com 603-278-2256 OPEN MAY-NOV
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Mountains of New Hampshire,” said
Rebecca Metcalf, marketing director at
the railway. “The train travels through
four distinct climate zones up to the summit of Mount Washington, the highest
peak in the Northeastern United States, a
mountain famous for its changeable and
challenging weather.”
Groups are greeted upon arrival to the
railway by the group sales manager, who
gives a summary of the ride and historic
information. The railway can accommodate up to 210 passengers an hour, with
68 people per coach.
The visit begins in the Base Station, where groups can browse the gift
shop or explore the free museum. The
museum includes interactive exhibits, a
train simulator and a documentary film
screening.
“Once on the train, they (groups) will
be given a narrated trip up the mountain
by one of our skilled brakemen,” said
Élise Thompson, group sales manager at
the railway. “They will have an hour at
the summit to see the sights and sounds
of New England’s highest peak.”

Mount Washington Cog Railway

Located at the summit, the Sherman Adams Visitor Center includes a
museum, post office and snack bar. On a
clear day, the 360-degree views from the
summit include five states, Canada and
the Atlantic Ocean.
“The Mount Washington Cog Railway
is a once-in-a-lifetime historic train ride,”
Thompson said. “Around here, we like to
call it a bucket-list item. We are the world’s
first and currently only operating cog railway in the United State. It is a very unique
train ride. It isn’t every day that you can
climb a mountain on a train.”
The railway primarily operates clean,
environmentally friendly and efficient
biodiesel locomotives. Coal-fired steam
locomotives are generally operated twice
each day. The season typically runs May
through November.
A variety of dining options are available for groups, including box lunches.
Motorcoach parking is available. n
Mount Washington Cog Railway
603-278-2256
thecog.com
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New Jersey
Cape May County

Situated between the Atlantic Ocean and the Delaware Bay,
and close to many East Coast cities, the Jersey Cape offers
world-class attractions and miles of beachfront in one place. It’s
a place where groups can tour a National Historic Landmark
resort, add to a birding list and end the day with a farm-to-table
meal.
“A vacation to the Jersey Cape is all about the diversity
of the attractions,” said Diane Wieland, director of Cape May
County Department of Tourism. “Cape May County is ranked
among the best eco-tourist destinations in the mid-Atlantic
region. In the past decade, wineries, breweries and distilleries
have opened offering tasting rooms, events and tours. With
more than 2,300 hotels in the region, there is a place to stay
year-round.”
The Jersey Cape on NJs Southern Shore
800-227-2297
fallforthejerseycape.com

TOUR

SEE

A vacation to the Jersey
Cape is not complete without
a tour of one of six wineries,
all within a short drive of the
county’s premier oceanfront
resorts. The sandy soil and
breezes from the Delaware Bay
and Atlantic Ocean provide
the environment that many
European grapes need to
thrive. Take a tour, savor the
wines and enjoy the ambiance.

Hop on one of MidAtlantic Center for the
Art’s red trolleys for a
guided tour. Knowledgeable
guides tell the group about
America’s first seaside resort,
from the Victorian heritage to
the seashore and maritime
history. With tour names like
Cape May’s Wild Side and
Cape Mayhem, it’s the fun
way to see Cape May.

The Jersey Cape
on NJs Southern Shore
800-227-2297
fallforthejerseycape.com

Mid-Atlantic Center
for the Arts
609-884-5404
capemaymac.org/
trolley-tours

EXPLORE

SHOP

Cape May is the location
for observing birds in North
America. More than 400
different species have been
seen on the peninsula during
the fall migration, and the
area is known for spectacular
flights of peregrines, merlins,
ospreys and hawks. Cape May
Point has easy-to-follow trails
to help birders and ecotourists
spot shore birds, monarch
butterflies and wildlife.

Shopping excursions at
the Jersey Cape can be as
fun as finding the perfect gift.
From quaint mom-and-pop
shops, sophisticated boutiques
and nationally-known designer
stores, the downtown districts
of Ocean City, Sea Isle
City, Avalon, Stone Harbor,
Wildwood and Cape May have
the right stuff. Stop for a meal
and favorite beverage and it’s a
perfect tour day.

NJ Audubon Centers: Cape
May Bird Observatory and
Cape May Nature Center
birdcapemay.org

The Jersey Cape
on NJs Southern Shore
800-227-2297
fallforthejerseycape.com

Cape May County Department of Tourism
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NEXT
STOP

ATLANTIC CITY

The East Coast’s original place to play
Championship golf courses,
world renowned entertainment,
vibrant nightlife, the latest casino
games and a shopper’s paradise
with discount outlet shopping —
groups can experience Atlantic
City with an array of options.
Of course, the area’s favorite
pastime is shopping, and it’s
tax-free! Don’t forget about
the hottest shopping around,
Tanger Outlets The Walk. The
Walk has more than 100 retail
establishments, including
Pandora, Coach, Michael Kors,
Guess, Banana Republic Factory
and Yankee Candle.
For visitors who like to be
entertained, the nightlife
options in Atlantic City are
72
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limitless, from country and rock
to rodeos, boxing and midget
car racing, all performed under
the bright lights at Atlantic
City’s casino properties or Jim
Whelan Boardwalk Hall.
When the sun goes down, the
action is just heating up at the
many night clubs, which allow
patrons the opportunity to dance
and party the night away until
the wee hours of the morning.
When you come to
Atlantic City, come hungry
because our culinary menu
is a delightfully tasty mix of
gourmet restaurants with an
amazing array of internationally
acclaimed chefs. Atlantic City
offers many choices sure to

please any picky palate or
price-conscious visitor.
Tour Atlantic City offers
information and knowledgeable
staff to assist group planners,
and is committed to making
every visit a memorable
experience. After all, it’s always
about the stories and Atlantic
City has many to share with
visitors of all ages.

Contact:
Heather Colache,
Tourism account director
hcolache@meetac.com
609-449-7151
touratlanticcity.com

SPONSORED CONTENT

Tropicana Casino
& Resort

Sheraton Atlantic City
Convention Center

Caesars Entertainment
Atlantic City

Tropicana Atlantic City is a 24-hour
gaming destination located on the beach
and Boardwalk. Featuring just under 2,400
hotel rooms and home of The Quarter, a
200,000-square-foot entertainment complex.
Tropicana is the premier resort with over 25
restaurants, 25 shops, 20 bars and lounges,
4 pools, the Tropicana Showroom, an IMAX
Theatre and a spa. Tropicana has completed over $200 million in renovations, the
addition of AtlantiCare LifeCenter Fitness,
Garces restaurants, The Chelsea Tower,
casino and more.

Discover endless possibilities at Sheraton
Atlantic City. Our hotel’s ideal location,
spacious accommodations and smart
amenities make us a favored choice among
in-the-know travelers. Shop until you drop
at the neighboring Tanger Outlets with over
100 stores, or take a stroll on Atlantic City’s
iconic Boardwalk and beaches just minutes
away. No matter what brings you Atlantic City,
we look forward to seeing you soon at our
world’s gather place.

Caesars Entertainment offers three
premier resorts in Atlantic City with the hottest
slots and table games. Caesars and Bally’s,
located on the famed Atlantic City beach and
Boardwalk, are in the center of the action
with restaurants by celebrity chefs Gordon
Ramsay and Guy Fieri, indoor and outdoor
pools and spectacular nightlife. Harrah’s is a
world-class resort in a sophisticated marina
setting with a roster of acclaimed restaurants
and unique attractions, such as The Pool at
Harrah’s and Viking Cooking School.

1-800-THE TROP
tropicana.net
Must be 21 or older.
Gambling Problem? Call 1-800-GAMBLER.

Carla Caulk
609-441-2911
carla.caulk@sheraton.com
sheratonatlanticcity.com

Rich Eckelson
609-340-1060
reckelson@harrahs.com

Palladin Tour & Travel

Steel Pier

Resorts Atlantic City

Palladin Tour & Travel is Atlantic City’s
Premier Receptive Tour Operator, family
owned and operated since 1991. Let Palladin
handle all Atlantic City needs, like exclusive
group pricing and packages at Bally’s,
Golden Nugget, Hard Rock Hotel & Casino,
Harrah’s, Resorts and Tropicana. Palladin is
the provider of top-notch midweek matinee
shows to entertain groups. Whether a group
is looking for accommodations, attractions, or
entertainment packages, Palladin has it.
One call does it all!

Take a ride on the 3rd largest Observation Wheel in the country, standing at 227
feet tall and scaling over the beautiful Atlantic
Ocean. Book the next group or team building
event; great packages are available. With
over 22 rides and attractions, something is
available for all ages.

Come for the day or an overnight stay.
Enjoy the hottest slots and table games,
Atlantic City’s largest standard rooms,
exceptional dining, retail shopping and great
entertainment. The fun is here at Resorts
Casino Hotel in Atlantic City. Visit Jimmy
Buffett’s Margaritaville entertainment complex
featuring a year-round LandShark Bar & Grill
on the beach, Margaritaville restaurant just
off the casino floor, retail shops, the famous
Atlantic City boardwalk and more.

Jennifer Hopkins George, CTIS
800-468-0046
jenn@palladin.net

Sharon Franz
609-345-4893 ext. 108
thewheelatsteelpier.com

Meg Lewis
609-340-7715
mlewis@resortsac.com
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Make it a knight to remember
at Medieval Times Dinner & Tournament
Get ready to cheer on a favorite knight
in shining armor at Medieval Times Dinner & Tournament in Lyndhurst.
Inside the walls of the Lyndhurst
Castle, inspired by an 11th-century castle,

groups are treated like royalty as they
share an experience of traveling back in
time to medieval Spain.
As guests of the queen, visitors
encounter spectacular pageantry and
non-stop excitement in the two-hour
extravaganza.
Before groups enter the 1,350-seat
arena, they can visit the Queen’s Hall
of Arms displaying authentic medieval
artifacts, step inside a medieval torture
museum on a self-guided tour or enjoy a
special knighting ceremony (extra charge).
Guests dine on a four-course meal —
a feast fit for a queen. The meal includes
garlic bread, tomato bisque soup, roasted
chicken, sweet buttered corn, herb-basted
potatoes, dessert, coffee and selected
beverages. All is enjoyed “hands-on,”
with no utensils. Vegetarian meals also
are available.
While dinner is being served, the
show begins. Six heroic knights on
spirited horses compete in jousting,
exhilarating swordplay and other tests
of skills. Groups are thrilled by their astounding athletic feats and ooh and ahh
at the beautiful falconry and equestrian
dress that have become hallmarks of this

Medieval Times Dinner & Tournament
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historic entertainment attraction.
Groups can also be treated to three
levels of upgrades including a cheering
banner, preferred or VIP seating, a group
photo and other benefits.
“Guests tell us what a unique experience they’ve enjoyed,” said Sinan Logan,
group sales manager for Medieval Times
Dinner & Tournament. “Seeing the handsome knights in full regalia and exquisite horses is something they’ll always
remember. And they’ll come away with
having learned about the past.”
Reduced rates are available for groups of
15 or more. Motorcoach parking is free. n
Medieval Times Dinner & Tournament
201-933-2220, ext. 2319
medievaltimes.com

itinerary planner

New York
Long Island

Long Island is New York City’s beachfront backyard.
The fish-shaped island offers the famed beaches of the
Hamptons, Fire Island and Jones Beach, historic Gold Coast
Mansions, award-winning vineyards, eclectic dining and
boutique shopping.
“Just outside of the most visited metropolis in the world
you’ll find 120 miles of sparkling ocean beaches, historic sites
including ‘America’s First Spy Ring,’ quaint downtown villages,
exclusive shopping, world-renowned Long Island Wine Country
— rated one of the ‘Top 10 Wine Regions in the World’ by Wine
Enthusiast — and of course, the famed Hamptons,” said Jennifer
Rothman, domestic, international and sports sales manager
for Discover Long Island. “Enjoy some of the best farm-to-table
fare available in the United States, courtesy of our incredible
farmlands and bountiful surrounding waters.”
Discover Long Island
631-951-3900
discoverlongisland.com

CLIMB

Long Island is home
to some of the oldest
lighthouses in the United
States, including Montauk
Lighthouse, authorized by
President George Washington
in 1792. Public access varies
by lighthouse with many
accessible only through boat
tours while others, like the
Montauk Lighthouse and
Fire Island Lighthouse, allow
visitors to climb to the top for
a spectacular view.
Montauk Lighthouse
631-668-2544
montauklighthouse.com

TOUR

SIP

EXPLORE

On Long Island’s north
shore, just outside of New
York City, are the Gold Coast
mansions. Built during the
1920s, during a time of
opulence, almost 200 of the
once over 500 mansions
and estates survive today.
OHEKA Castle Hotel &
Estate’s Historic Mansion
Tour offers limited access to
the estate and formal gardens
through a guided tour.

A trip to Long Island
Wine Country transports
groups to a place where over
60 vineyards flourish and
over 40 wineries open their
doors to visitors. Sample
the latest award-winning
vintage or take a wineries
tour and see how vintners
have perfected their craft. The
island is the epicenter of New
York state’s premium vinifera
wine grapes.

Visit the meandering
gardens of Old Westbury
Gardens in Old Westbury.
This elegant estate, which
features a 70-room English
manor house and traditional
English formal gardens,
sprawls over 100 acres. Due
to restoration work on the
slate roof, terra cotta cornice
and drainage systems of
Westbury House, access to
the house is limited in 2019.

OHEKA Castle
Hotel & Estate
631-659-1334
oheka.com

Discover Long Island
631-951-3900
discoverlongisland.com

Old Westbury Gardens
516-333-0048, ext. 312
oldwestburygardens.org

Clockwise from top: Discover Long Island (2), Bridget Elkin, Discover Long Island, Doug Kelley
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Discover where the Holocaust
came to America: Oswego County
Just a short drive north of Interstate 90
on Lake Ontario, a trip to Oswego County
uncovers three centuries of fascinating
history.
Sites depict the Colonial period through
the Underground Railroad, haunted history
and the only Holocaust refugee shelter in
America during World War II.
The Safe Haven Holocaust Refugee
Shelter Museum is dedicated to interpreting the history of the Fort Ontario
Emergency Refugee Shelter, and the
stories of 982 Nazi Holocaust refugees interned there as “guests” of U.S. President
Franklin D. Roosevelt from 1944 to 1946.
Roosevelt established the shelter as an
example for Allied countries to follow; it
is unique because it was the only refugee
shelter established in the United States
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during World War II.
Upon arriving at Fort Ontario after a
long sea journey and overnight train ride
in August 1944, the refugees encountered a converted army post surrounded
by a barbed-wire fence, reminiscent of
the concentration camps many of them
had escaped from or been interned at.
Curious Oswegonians began interacting
with refugees at the fence, and for the
first time the Holocaust and personal
stories of survival came face to face with
everyday Americans.
The museum is located in the former
shelter’s administrative headquarters.
The Oswego County Tourism Office
helps tour planners customize itineraries covering history, art, nature and
agritourism. n

Courtesy of Oswego County Tourism Office

Oswego County Tourism Office
315-349-8322
visitoswegocounty.com
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Go wild with Discovery Wetlands Cruise
Take a group on a pontoon ride across
the salt marsh wetlands to observe wildlife
and flora in its natural habitat. Located in
Stony Brook, the 27-passenger vessel Discovery departs from Stony Brook Marine
Services and glides through the 88-acre
wetlands preserve on a 90-minute cruise.
Listen as the onboard naturalist highlights and describes the fascinating wildlife
and flora. Passengers will see osprey, blue
and white heron, and all kinds of gulls.
Cruises are scheduled according to
the tide table from May through Oct. 20.
Advance reservations are recommended.
Group discounts are available.
Check out the special photography
cruise in collaboration with Camera Concepts and Telescope Solutions. Each session
begins 30 minutes earlier on land with a
discussion from a photography instructor. The cruise then departs for 1½ hours,
ending with a 15- to 30-minute wrap-up/
critique session afterward.
Discovery Wetlands Cruise is part of
the Ward Melville Heritage Organization
(WMHO), founded in 1939, that protects
and preserves historic and environmentally-sensitive properties deeded to it by
Ward Melville. The organization creates
educational and cultural experiences that
integrate history, art, theater, music, science
and technology.
“The cruise is a very relaxing, enjoyable
experience, incorporating both history and
ecology,” said Marie Gilberti, communications manager for Ward Melville Heritage

archival photographs and more.”
Other nearby venues can add to the
group’s enrichment including the WMHO
Educational and Cultural Center, which
offers a variety of events throughout the
year. Or, visit Stony Brook Grist Mill, Long
Island’s most completely equipped working
mill, listed on the National and New York
State Register of Historic Places. n

WMHO

Organization. “We also invite groups to
visit The Jazz Loft, an exhibition, preservation and performance venue, which houses
jazz memorabilia, musical instruments,

stonybrookvillage.com

A li�e out of the way... !
a lot out of the ordinary

Discovery Wetlands Cruise
631-751-2244
wmho.org/attractions/
discovery-wetlands-cruise-2

The Jazz Loft

• Shopping & Dining
• Package Vacations
• Performing Arts
• Experience Nature
Stony Brook, New York
631.751.2244
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Discovery Wetlands Cruises

Harbor Crescent

new york

Cruise through
Northeast
Classic Car
Museum
In Norwich, groups learn about the
evolution of vehicles and how it impacted
American culture at the Northeast Classic Car Museum.
“We have 170-plus cars and motorcycles on display from 1899 to 1989,
including service trucks, such as milk delivery,” said Heather Calkins, marketing
coordinator for the Northeast Classic Car
Museum. “We cover all eras from prewar,
brass era, postwar, muscle cars, cars made
in New York state and the largest display
of Franklins in the world. Franklin was a
luxury car made in Syracuse, New York,
from 1902 to 1934.”
Groups can take a guided or selfguided tour through the museum. Guides
are available throughout the five buildings of the museum to answer questions.
The museum has three themed exhibits:
“Vintage Airplane Engines,” “Pre-War
Collection” and the “Fabulous Franklins.”
“One room shows the evolution of
one vehicle through the pre-war era,”
Calkins said. “The first Franklin is in the
Smithsonian. We have No. 3 and the very
last off the line in 1934. We also have one
room we change annually in May. Also
on display are period fashions to show
the era, World War I and World War II
airplane engines, gas pumps and barn
finds that show how some cars are now
found and before restoration.”
Groups should plan for a minimum
of 1½ hours in order to enjoy all the car
museum has to offer.
“We have examples of the three
types of engines, gas, steam and electric, from the early 1900s,” Calkins said.
“There is a moment when people enter
the first gallery, we actually hear people
say, ‘Wow!’”
Group members who want a special
treat can get into a Model T and have
their picture taken.

Northeast Classic Car Museum

The museum requires at least a week’s
notice for a group visit, especially if
groups desire a guided visit. Motorcoach
parking is available. n

Northeast Classic Car Museum
607-334-2886
classiccarmuseum.org

grouptourmagazine.com
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Historic Carnegie Hall is pitch perfect
Carnegie Hall in New York City is
one of the most prestigious venues in
the United States, known for world-class
concerts featuring classical, jazz and
popular music.
Since 1891, thousands of musicians, opera singers and pop artists have performed
there, many producing stellar live-recording concerts. Among the leading performers have been Benny Goodman, Duke
Ellington, Glenn Miller, Billie Holiday,
the Dave Brubeck Quartet, Judy Garland,

Harry Belafonte and Carole King.
Carnegie Hall features three auditoriums, seating more than 3,000 people. The
Main Hall, called the Isaac Stern Auditorium, seats 2,804 on five levels. It was
named after violinist Isaac Stern in 1997
to recognize his efforts to save the hall
from demolition in the 1960s.
Guided tours are available from September through late June at various times
each day.
“Knowledgeable tour guides share

TOUR THE HOME OF THE
27-TIME WORLD CHAMPION!
Perfect for Group Outings, School Trips or any
Special Occasion. Enjoy the rich history
of Yankee Stadium with your group!
DISCOUNTED RATES available
for groups of 20 or more!
Book your group today!

Courtesy of Fadi Kheir

more than 125 years of Carnegie Hall
history as they walk guests through the
landmark building,” said Alison Saltz, associate director of visitor services.
During the 60- to 75-minute tour,
visitors will see the famous Stern Auditorium/Perelman Stage from various points
of view, walk through Composers Alley,
hear the stories behind many of the famous signed photographs of performers
hanging on the walls and visit the Rose
Museum, where more than 400 Carnegie
Hall artifacts are on display.
“When you take a private tour of the
legendary Carnegie Hall, you hear stories
surrounding this landmark concert venue
and discover what makes it a national
treasure,” Saltz said.
Private group tours are available for
groups of 20 or more. All tours are wheelchair accessible.
Group discounts at performances are
available for 15 or more. n
Carnegie Hall
212-903-9765
carnegiehall.org
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Pennsylvania
Lehigh Valley

Lehigh Valley, situated in the hills of eastern Pennsylvania,
encompasses three historic cities — Allentown, Bethlehem and
Easton — plus abundant scenic countryside.
“Home to a few of the world’s favorite brands such as Crayola,
Martin Guitars and Mack Trucks, Lehigh Valley has an impressive
range of attractions,” said Alex Michaels, president and CEO of
Discover Lehigh Valley. “Groups can explore family favorites like
Dorney Park & Wildwater Kingdom, and nationally-recognized events
such as Musikfest. The region also offers the chance to explore the
outdoors with a vast trails network, parks and waterways.”
Lehigh Valley offers a variety of lodging options to fit a
group’s budget. Historic Hotel Bethlehem is artfully restored
to its original 1920s splendor. For an all-in-one experience,
consider Sands Bethlehem.
Discover Lehigh Valley
610-882-9200
discoverlehighvalley.com

SEE

PLAY

Reserve a private group
factory tour at C.F. Martin
& Co. in Nazareth. See
how Martin guitars come
to life through the hands of
craftspeople. It takes more
than 300 steps to make a
guitar. The on-site Martin
Guitar Museum brings
together music history, culture
and craftsmanship. Displays
showcase over 170 guitars
that parallel the company’s
history.

Sands Bethlehem is
located on the site of the
historic Bethlehem Steel plant
and offers over 3,000 state-of
the-art slot machines. There
is live dealer stadium gaming
and a 30-table poker room.
The 200 table games include
everything from baccarat to
roulette to blackjack. The
casino resort features a
254-room and 28-suite hotel
and a variety of exclusive
restaurants.

C.F. Martin & Co.
martinguitar.com

Sands Bethlehem
877-726-3777
pasands.com

TOUR

Check out the historic
Moravian sites in Bethlehem
by booking a tour with
Historic Bethlehem
Museums & Sites. Explore
the 1741 Gemeinhaus, a
National Historic Landmark,
and the Moravian Museum of
Bethlehem to learn how the
Moravians established their
community. Visit the 1744/52
Single Sisters’ House and the
1758 Nain-Schober House.
Historic Bethlehem
Museums & Sites
800-360-8687
historicbethlehem.org

EXPLORE

SteelStacks is a 10acre campus dedicated to
arts, culture, family events,
community celebrations,
education and fun. Once the
home plant of Bethlehem
Steel, the second largest
steel manufacturer in the
nation, it’s now an arts
and cultural campus. Mark
the calendar for major
annual festivals, including
Christkindlmarkt, a top
holiday shopping market.
SteelStacks
610-297-7100
steelstacks.org

Discover Lehigh Valley
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Pennsylvania’s

Laurel Highlands

Summit Inn Resort
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Laurel Highlands VisitorsContact:
Bureau
Stacey
director of tourism development
120 East Main Street | Ligonier, Magda,
PA 15658

Laurel Highlands Visitors Bureau
724-238-5661, ext. 111, smagda@laurelhighlands.org
laurelhighlands.org
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Big Mac Museum
bigmacmuseum.com
Come see our 141/2ft. Big
Mac, enjoy your favorite

Hampton Inn
Greensburg
hamptoninn3.hilton
Hampton by Hilton

ent

nds.org
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Art Adventures/Town Tours

Historic Hanna’s Town

Westmoreland Heritage

Customized stretch-limo tours to local
attractions and hotels. Art immersion
activities minutes from mountain
attractions: Artist-created portraits,
makeovers, epic board games, Paint
Mob-group dance-sport to create painted abstract masterpieces.

Guided tours and reenacted court
cases tell the story of this frontier settlement during the American Revolution.
Also enjoy the new Education Center,
exhibits, gift shop and gardens.

Westmoreland Heritage is an organization committed to two goals: expanding
cultural/heritage tourism and educating
about the area’s history. Contact us to
fill your group’s visit with unforgettable,
authentic, local experiences. Located at
Historic Hanna’s Town.

Call for information and reservations
724-438-9096
Check us out on Facebook:
Art Adventures/Town Tours

809 Forbes Trail Road, Greensburg
724-836-1800
westmorelandhistory.org

809 Forbes Trail Road, Greensburg
westmorelandheritage.org

Laurelville —
a Christian Retreat Center

Great American Banana
Split Celebration

Lincoln Highway
Experience

West Overton Village
and Museum

Year-round group retreats. Stunning
setting, flexible packages, diverse facilities, 450+ beds, hotel-style to economy,
meeting spaces, activities, incredible
food service, notable hospitality, ½ hour
to skiing, rafting and much more.

It’s a celebration honoring the invention
of the banana split 115 years ago in
Latrobe. Make plans to be a part of
this one sweet weekend, Aug. 23–25,
2019.

History loves company and so does
the Lincoln Highway Experience. Turn
back the clock to 1938 when America
was a teenager, and auto travel was
the new pastime (ADA compliant).

Downtown Latrobe
724-537-2671
bananasplitfest.com

3435 State Route 30 East, Latrobe
724-879-4241
lhhc.org

From agriculture to industry, take in
the heritage and discover 1800s-era
structures listed on the National Register of Historic Places. Homesteading,
distilling workshops and lunches are
available for groups.

941 Laurelville Lane, Mount Pleasant
724-423-2056
laurelville.org

109 West Overton Road, Scottdale
724-887-7910
westovertonvillage.org

White Water Adventurers

Compass Inn Museum

Green Gables Restaurant

The next time a group is looking
for an amazing adventure, look no
further than White Water Adventurers.
We specialize in group outings, from
rental equipment and experienced
guides to meal coordination.

History comes alive at our authentically restored historic stagecoach inn.
As you tour the buildings, with their
extensive collection of vintage pieces,
period-dressed docents bring the early
1800s to life.

Why skimp on meal stops when the
group can experience freshly prepared
menu items in a rustic, artistic setting?
Tour our historic property, stroll through
gardens, partake of educational wine
or beer tastings, and much more.

6 Negley St., Ohiopyle
724-329-8850
wwaraft.com

1382 Route 30 East, Laughlintown
724-238-6818
compassinn.org

7712 Somerset Pike, Jennerstown
814-629-9201, option 3
greengablespa.com

pton Inn
Historic Hanna‘s Town State Theatre Center West Overton Village
nsburg
and Museums grouptourmagazine.com
westmorelandhistory.org for the Arts
toninn3.hilton.com Guided tours describe
statetheatre.info
westovertonvillage.org

ton by Hilton

struggles, decisions,

Originally opened in 1922,

American Whiskey Trail, Rye
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Erie embraces maritime heritage
Scenic cruises and a replica War of
1812 flagship help Erie share its maritime
heritage.
Set on Lake Erie’s Presque Isle Bay,
Erie is situated at the intersection of
interstates 90 and 79 in northwestern
Pennsylvania.
“Erie is Pennsylvania’s only Great
Lakes port city,” said Emily Beck, director
of tourism development at VisitErie. “We
pride ourselves on that and use the term
Port Erie.”
Presque Isle State Park is a 3,200-acre
sandy peninsula that arches into Lake
Erie. The park offers a beautiful coastline
and many recreational activities, including birding, kayaking and canoeing. Stepon guides are available.
The Tom Ridge Environmental
Center serves the gateway to Presque
Isle State Park. The 65,000-square-foot
green building encourages visitors to
experience the park’s history and diverse
ecosystems.
Departing from the state park on
sightseeing cruises of Presque Isle Bay
and Lake Erie is Lady Kate, operated by
Presque Isle Boat Tours. The company’s
Canadian Sailor offers cruises departing
from downtown Erie.
Learn about the history of Lake Erie
at the Erie Maritime Museum. When in
homeport, the U.S. Brig Niagara serves as
the museum’s largest exhibit. The ship is
a replica of the relief flagship of Commodore Oliver Hazard Perry. On Sept.

Book Now | 215-684-7863
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U.S. Brig Niagara

10, 1813, the original Niagara and eight
other U.S. ships defeated the British in
the Battle of Lake Erie, a pivotal event in
the War of 1812.
Also at the museum is the Lettie G.
Howard, a two-masted fishing schooner
built in 1893 that offers a variety of sailing opportunities.
The Victorian Princess, a stern-wheeler, offers sightseeing and meal cruises.
For swashbuckling fun, book an
interactive cruise with Scallywags Pirate
Adventures.
A historic adventure cruise is in store
onboard the U.S. Ariel, a new vessel patterned on the USS Ariel, one of Perry’s
warships. Passengers can take part in onboard activities (including water cannon

battles) and feel what it was like to be a
sailor on a tall ship at war.
Waterfront hotels and restaurants also
are part of Erie’s maritime mix.
Non-maritime offerings include The
Station Dinner Theatre, the 22 distinct
wineries of the Lake Erie Wine Country
and the Lake Erie Ale Trail.
“In general, people are surprised
when they come to Erie,” Beck said.
“When they get here and see everything,
they say, ‘This is fabulous.’” n
VisitErie
800-524-3743
visiterie.com
Courtesy of VisitErie

pennsylvania

Join The American Revolution in Philadelphia
The American Revolution is a unique,
theatrical family-friendly experience
that combines contemporary, tongue-incheek humor with the telling of America’s
founding.
The show brings to life the stories of
George and Martha Washington, King
George III, Sam Adams, Paul Revere,
Thomas Jefferson and others to give the
audience new insight into America’s early
history.
Presented by Theater Unspeakable and
Let’s Make History Productions, this history-in-a-capsule is a whirlwind re-telling of
the American fight for independence. The
show runs from May 18 until June 28, 2020
in the heart of historic Philadelphia at the
Christ Church Neighborhood House, just
minutes away from Independence Hall.
Only 50 minutes long, The American
Revolution features seven actors who
perform 2 feet off the ground, while shar-

Ben Gonzales/Theater Unspeakable LLC

ing 21 square feet of space. Within these
limits, the skilled actors take the audience
on a journey through America’s fight for
independence using only their bodies,
voices and (pantomimed) cannons.
What is so compelling about the show
is the physical comedy of the troupe,
whose antics are imaginative as well as
the one-liners and contemporary dialogue that make the show such fun. The

physical theater draws upon the influence
of Theater Unspeakable founder and
managing artistic director Marc Frost’s
time at the London International School
of Performing Arts.
“Theater Unspeakable loves to create
big stories in small spaces,” Frost said.
“The story of the American Revolution
appealed to us because of its epic scale.
We are very excited to bring this show to
the birthplace of American history. It’s
the perfect finale for groups who have
experienced a day at the museums and
sites of historic Philadelphia.”
Performances are held nightly from
Monday to Sunday. Morning and afternoon
group/school performances can be scheduled to accommodate group itineraries. n
The American Revolution/
Theater Unspeakable
amrevtheshow.com

S E P T E M B E R 2 8 , 2 0 1 9 – F E B R U A R Y 1 7, 2 0 2 0

What can a life tell us about an era?
Follow the untold story of Richard St. George, an Irish soldier
and artist whose personal trauma and untimely death provide a
window into the entangled histories of the American Revolution
and the ensuing bloody Irish Revolution of 1798. This special
exhibit will reunite five portraits of St. George, his personal
artwork, and more than 100 artifacts, manuscripts, and works
of art from Australia, Ireland, England and the United States,
many of which will be on display in America for the first time.
Harp image - The Internet Archive/Boston Public Library; Painting (LEFT) - Private Collection; Painting (RIGHT) - National Gallery of Victoria, Melbourne Felton Bequest, 1922

B O O K Y O U R G R O U P V I S I T T O D AY !
groups@amrevmuseum.org

www.amrevmuseum.org

3RD & CHESTNUT STREETS, PHIL ADELPHIA

grouptourmagazine.com
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Rhode Island
Providence

With eight college and university campuses, a vibrant and
eclectic arts community and scores of critically acclaimed
restaurants, Providence lives up to its nickname, “The
Creative Capital.”
Explore city streets dotted with murals and sculptures. Glide
through the downtown on a riverboat or gondola. Taste the Old
World in Little Italy. The city boasts the First Baptist Church in
America, a Royal Charter Museum and walking tours that tell
the story of the city’s evolution.
“It’s an exciting time to visit the city,” said Elise Swearingen,
leisure sales and visitor services manager for GoProvidence.
“Providence has eight new hotels in development, new large and
small businesses opening daily, and media from CNN to The New
York Times have been touting our red-hot restaurant scene.”
GoProvidence
401-456-0200
goprovidence.com

TOUR

Stop at the Rhode Island
School of Design (RISD, rizdee) Museum to scope out
more than 100,000 pieces
of art, ranging from famous
contemporary work from
Warhol and Koons to relics
dating to 3700 B.C. The
museum offers educational
programming and hands-on
events. Specialized docents
for a group can be arranged
to provide a personalized
experience.
RISD Museum
401-454-6500
risdmuseum.org

SEE

Providence’s compact and
walkable downtown makes it
easy to explore. It’s home to
The Arcade, the oldest indoor
mall in America, which boasts
eclectic shops like Carmen
and Ginger with its vintage
finds and Lovecraft Arts &
Sciences, which is focused
on sci-fi writer H.P. Lovecraft.
Wander down Westminster
Street, quickly becoming
Providence’s “restaurant row.”
GoProvidence
401-456-0200
goprovidence.com

EXPLORE

SHOP

Roger Williams Park
Zoo boasts more than 400
acres. The park features a
lush Botanical Garden, and
the park’s grounds host
everything from cultural
festivals at the Temple of
Music to food truck nights
at the historic carousel.
The park’s crown jewel is
the Roger Williams Park
Zoo, which recently opened
“Faces of the Rainforest,” an
immersive wildlife experience.

Providence’s East Side
includes the Hope Street
neighborhood, a mile-long
stretch of diverse shops and
restaurants, ranging from
high-end consignment stores
to kitschy craft shops. Stop
for a snack or cocktail at
KG Kitchen Bar or grab a
handmade sausage from
the Wurst Window, a takeout
window that is part of the
critically lauded Chez Pascal
restaurant.

Roger Williams Park Zoo
401-467-0150
rwpzoo.org

GoProvidence
401-456-0200
goprovidence.com

Clockwise from top: GoProvidence.com, N.Millard/GoProvidence.com, GoProvidence.com, N.Millard/GoProvidence.com, GoProvidence.com
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It’s always an adventure
at Roger Williams Park Zoo
Located amid 40 acres of woodlands,
Roger Williams Park Zoo in Providence
provides visitors the opportunity to see
animals from all over the globe.
Naturalistic surroundings are home to
over 150 species, including a Komodo dragon, zebras, red pandas, African elephants,
Masai giraffes, snow leopards, bears, anteaters, flamingoes, sloths and alligators.
Visitors can feed giraffes and harbor
seals, as well as an array of farmyard
animals. Animal keeper talks happen
throughout the day.
The zoo, which is open all year,
recently opened its new “Faces of the
Rainforest” exhibit complete with the
flora and fauna of an Amazon rainforest.
During the warmer months, guests may
feed giraffes, get close to armadillos, ride on
the Soaring Eagle Zip Ride 115 feet above
the zoo or take a ride on a camel.
Time at the zoo is not complete
without a trip to Carousel Village. Only a
quarter-mile from the zoo, Carousel Village offers pony and train rides, a bounce
house and rides on a historic carousel.
From mid-April through September
Carousel Village hosts Food Truck Friday.
“At Roger Williams Park Zoo we take
our role as leaders in conservation and
animal care as well as creating engaging
experiences that empower guests to join

Missy Wade

Roger Williams Park Zoo

us in conserving wildlife and wild places
very seriously,” said Dr. Jeremy Goodman, executive director of Rhode Island
Zoological Society/Roger Williams Park
Zoo. “We are proud that Roger Williams
Park Zoo is supported and managed by
the Rhode Island Zoological Society and
owned by the City of Providence and accredited by the Association of Zoos and
Aquariums and certified by American
Humane.”
The zoo offers group rates, and a complete list of education programs is available
on its website. Operators should allow at
least three to four hours for a zoo visit.
Every October the zoo welcomes the
Jack-O-Lantern Spectacular. More than
5,000 intricately carved pumpkins feature
scenes of fairytales, great myths and
legends, superheroes, historical figures,

great art and endangered species. This
year the event runs Oct. 3–Nov. 3. n
Roger Williams Park Zoo
401-785-3510, ext. 496
rwpzoo.org

The Breakers

Christmas at the
Newport Mansions
Open Daily • Nov. 23 – Jan. 1

NewportMansions.org
grouptourmagazine.com
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Washington, D.C.
While Washington, D.C., is known for its political power
brokers and museums, groups can find many opportunities to
get outdoors.
Washington, D.C., is a bicycle-friendly city. Miles of bike
paths and bike lanes allow groups to pedal past everything from
the monuments and memorials to neighborhoods in all four
quadrants of the district.
To provide a new view of the monuments, consider arranging
for paddle boats around the Tidal Basin. Or arrange a canoe or
kayak trip on the Potomac River.
Stretching 2.2 miles from the U.S. Capitol to the Lincoln
Memorial, the National Mall features wide promenades perfect
for walking, running or cycling. Consider exploring the National
Mall during sunrise or sunset.
Destination DC
202-789-7000
washington.org/groups

WALK

PADDLE

BIKE

Head to the Capital
Crescent Trail, a shared use
off-road trail from Georgetown
in Washington, D.C., to
Silver Spring, Maryland. The
trail is suitable for walkers,
joggers, bikers, and in-line
skaters. The Coalition for the
Capital Crescent Trail, an
all-volunteer organization, has
spearheaded efforts since
1986 to develop the trail, built
on a former railroad bed.

Arrange a fun group
adventure on the Potomac
River with Boating in
DC. Book a private group
class, such as stand-up
paddleboarding or an
introduction to kayaking, a
private tour or a self-guided
paddle. Boating in DC
operates several boathouses
in the area. Catering options
are available. A group rental
involves at least 20 boats.

Bike and Roll DC offers
customized, private bike tours
and events. Tours combine
history, interesting stories
and a love for the city with
a safe, enjoyable bike ride.
Discounted group pricing is
offered for groups of 10 or
more. A private tour can be
upgraded by making it an
e-bike tour. Segway tours
also are available through the
company.

Coalition for the Capital
Crescent Trail
cctrail.org

Boating in DC
202-337-9642
boatingindc.com

Bike and Roll DC
202-842-2453
bikeandrolldc.com

Clockwise from top: iStock, City Segway Tours, Bike and Roll DC, Boating in DC, Taylor Janis
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RIDE

Fat Tire Tours and
City Segway Tours offer
a number of options for
Segway and bicycle tours in
Washington, D.C., including
evening tours. These tours
allow guests to cover a lot of
ground without a lot of effort.
Additionally, private tours can
be customized so the group
is able to go to the sites it
wants to visit.
Fat Tire Tours and City
Segway Tours
877-734-8687
citysegwaytours.com
fattiretours.com

washington, d.c.

Mamma Mia!

Groups applaud Toby’s Dinner Theatre
The guest experience is top-of-mind
at Toby’s Dinner Theatre in Columbia,
Maryland. The theater, celebrating its
40th anniversary this year, offers awardwinning Broadway and original musicals
with a buffet-style dinner.
“We are a great option for groups
while they are visiting the Maryland and
Washington, D.C., area because we are
dinner and entertainment all in one stop,”
said Cheryl Clemens-Everidge, director
of sales at the theater.
Toby’s isn’t your typical dinner theater
— it sets itself apart with in-the-round
performances, a live orchestra and cast
members who double as servers.
“Our performers are your servers,
which makes the experience for our

customers very interactive,” ClemensEveridge said. “Especially when they
come out during intermission to check
on their tables, our groups just love that!”
The theater can seat up to 300 adults.
The “in-the-round” performances allow
great views for all guests, with no seat
more than 30 feet from the stage.
“We hope that groups will walk out
with an appreciation for how amazing live theater can be in-the-round,”
Clemens-Everidge said.
Groups visiting Toby’s won’t leave the
theater hungry. Options on the buffer include a 25-item salad bar, carving station,
chef-chosen items unique to each show,
desserts and a make-your-own ice cream
sundae bar.

Jerri Tidwell

“With our full-service bar, you can
enjoy a cocktail, beer, wine or Toby’s
signature show drink, which is served in
a take-home souvenir glass,” ClemensEveridge said.
Toby’s Dinner Theatre offers eight
shows each week with evening and matinee performances.
Upcoming shows include Mamma
Mia!, The Bodyguard, A Christmas Story
and Kinky Boots.
Group tickets and packages are available. n
Toby’s Dinner Theatre
410-730-8311
tobysdinnertheatre.com

grouptourmagazine.com
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Ontario

Windsor, Essex and Pelee Island
With its many group-friendly activities and attractions, the
Windsor Essex region of Ontario is prepared for group tours.
“The welcome mat is out, and our region is ready to be
explored,” said Gordon Orr, CEO of Tourism Windsor Essex
Pelee Island. “Enjoy what we have to offer, and our goal is for
you to come back often. When you’re here, you’ll enjoy our
culturally diverse food and drink experiences or our famous
festivals and events, a world-class Caesars Windsor Casino &
Resort and an outdoor adventure-seekers paradise. Or dive
into our rich history and so much more! Where can W.E. take
you today?”
In addition to many historic sites, the region features miles of
nature trails and Point Pelee National Park.
Tourism Windsor Essex Pelee Island
519-253-3616, ext. 4329
visitwindsoressex.com

TASTE

Experience the story of
Canadian whisky — from
its vibrant history to the
craftsmanship and process
behind making it — at J.P.
Wiser’s Experience in
Windsor. The tour concludes
with a sampling session
of some of the distillery’s
award-winning whiskies: J.P.
Wiser’s Deluxe, Lot No. 40
Rye Whisky, Pike Creek 10
Year Rum Barrel Finish and
J.P. Wiser’s 15 Year Old.
J.P. Wiser’s Experience
519-561-5596
jpwiserstour.ca
Tourism Windsor Essex Pelee Island
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LEARN

Fort Malden National
Historic Site in Amherstburg
was a British stronghold
during the War of 1812 and
the Rebellions of 1837–38.
Watch the flash of fire and
hear the blast of a Brown
Bess musket like those used
in the War of 1812. The
Americans occupied Fort
Malden for almost two years
after the war.
Fort Malden National
Historic Site
519-736-5416
parkscanada.gc.ca/
fortmalden

EXPLORE

SIP

Experience nature at
Point Pelee National Park,
the southernmost point of the
Canadian mainland. Activities
include hiking, bird-watching
and paddling. Point Pelee is
Canada’s smallest but most
ecologically diverse national
park. Bird migration was the
reason Point Pelee became
a national park in 1918 and
its greatest importance is to
migratory species moving
through in spring and fall.

Pelee Island Winery,
Canada’s largest estateowned winery with about 600
acres of vineyards, offers
several guided tours at its
pavilion on Pelee Island from
spring through fall. Weekdays,
the winery offers a group
package featuring a walking
tour of its facility, sampling
of five unique wines (with a
complimentary Pelee Island
Winery tasting glass) and a
barbecue lunch.

Point Pelee National Park
519-322-2365
parkscanada.gc.ca/pelee

Pelee Island Winery
519-733-6551
peleeisland.com

ontario

Peer into Canada’s past at Diefenbunker
A relic of the Cold War, Diefenbunker
is an underground bunker that served as
the epicenter of Canada’s defense against
nuclear attack.
Now a National Historic Site, this
atomic-age artifact in Carp is a reminder
that the world once teetered on the brink
of global annihilation, but cooler heads
prevailed.
Groups are transported back in time
and relive what it was like to walk the
halls of the bunker. Tours take them
through the 100,000-square-foot facility, over four levels, and allows them to
experience rooms that were vital to the
upkeep of Canada.
Some of the highlights include the
War Cabinet room, the Prime Minister’s
Suite and the Bank of Canada Vault.
“The Diefenbunker is a unique, indescribable experience that transports you
back in time to that critical moment in
Canadian history,” said Teigan Goldsmith, marketing and communications
coordinator. “It is a symbol of Canada’s
will to survive.”
Goldsmith said the tours not only
explain what would have happened with the
bunker in the case of nuclear attack, but also
how it functioned as a military base, a cover
for its real intended purpose, for 32 years.
Diefenbunker offers an Escape Room,
an option for groups up to 12 people.
A new program, called Dash for Survival, allows teams to race through the
bunker solving clues in order to make it

really enjoy this one because we play the
11 Steps to Survival video and most get a
kick out of the memory of it,” Goldsmith
said. “We can also do specialty tours depending on the interest of the group and
will occasionally do small group tours
through our machine room.”
Diefenbunker can accommodate
120 people for a tour. Standard tours are
around one hour but can be extended to
a 90-minute specialty tour. A large motorcoach parking area is available. n
to the finish line first.
Some adult groups enjoy workshops
originally developed for school groups,
such as the emergency preparedness
workshop designed to teach students how
to be proactive in case of an emergency.
“We usually find that seniors groups

Diefenbunker
613‑839‑0007
diefenbunker.ca

Diefenbunker

IN THE HEART OF DOWNTOWN TORONTO

BOOK YOUR
GROUP TODAY!

20,000 ANIMALS, 450 SPECIES, DAILY DIVE SHOWS AND MORE!

647-351-3474 EXT. 2642 • 1-877-773-1497 (TOLL FREE)

GROUPS@RIPLEYSAQUARIUMOFCANADA.COM

WWW.RIPLEYSAQUARIUMOFCANADA.COM
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Go into the wilderness with Agawa Canyon Tour Train
The Agawa Canyon Tour Train transports passengers 114 miles north of Sault
Ste. Marie, Ontario, to the pristine beauty
of Agawa Canyon.
On the one-day excursion, the train
crosses high trestles, travels alongside
northern lakes and rivers, and moves
through the granite rock formations and
vast mixed forests of the Canadian Shield.
The journey allows groups to follow
in the footsteps of the Group of Seven,
Canada’s most iconic artists.
“The seemingly unending mixed
forests of the Canadian Shield open up
as you skirt the shores of northern lakes
and rivers, across towering trestles, and
set eyes on the same rugged landscapes
and majestic views that inspired Canada’s
Group of Seven,” said Lindsey Ackland,
coordinator of visitor and media relations
at Tourism Sault Ste. Marie. “Northern
Ontario’s rugged beauty often surprises
visitors — this is why the Agawa Canyon
Train Tour is Sault Ste. Marie’s iconic
tourist attraction and one of Destination
Canada’s Signature Attractions!”
A special immersive experience
guides groups of travelers through the
works of the Group of Seven, as well
as the landscape of northern Ontario’s
Algoma region that inspired them.
Plus, travelers have the opportunity to
receive some hands-on instruction and
paint the same landscapes depicted by
the Group of Seven.
Working in the early 20th century, the

1, 2.5 and 5 Hour Cruises Daily!

GanBoatLine.com
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Group of Seven artists agreed Canadian
wilderness scenes needed to be recorded
in a distinctive painting style. Members
of the Group of Seven who painted in the
region brought this rugged and beautiful
part of Canada to fellow Canadians and
to the world.
Before the train returns to Sault Ste.
Marie, there is a 90-minute stopover at
Agawa Canyon Park. Passengers can walk
on trails to several waterfall viewing areas
or follow a trail along the Agawa River.
The adventurous will want to hike The
Lookout Trail, which ascends 250 feet
above the train tracks. The trail and over
300 stairs lead to a large viewing platform
offering a panoramic view of Agawa
Canyon. n

Agawa Canyon Tour Train
855-768-4171
agawatrain.com
GTM/Elly DeVries

ontario

CN Tower tops
Toronto
It’s hard to miss the CN Tower in
downtown Toronto. The tower, one of
Canada’s most recognizable landmarks,
tops the Toronto skyline at 1,815 feet
(more than 553 meters).
Known as Canada’s architectural, engineering and construction wonder, CN
Tower opened to the public in 1976. The
American Society of Civil Engineers classified the CN Tower as one of the Seven
Wonders of the Modern World in 1995.
Besides serving as a telecommunications hub, the CN Tower provides a wide
range of unique attractions, exhibits, and
food and beverage venues.
Glass-fronted elevators whisk visitors
to the LookOut Level in 58 seconds.
Floor-to-ceiling panoramic window walls
provide amazing views of Toronto and
Lake Ontario from 1,136 feet (346 meters). Visibility on a clear day can reach
100 miles (160 kilometers).
A new glass floor has been installed
on the LookOut level, directly above the
original glass floor installed in 1994. This
new experience provides a two-tier vertical view.
For urban adventure lovers, EdgeWalk is billed as the world’s highest
full-circle, hands-free walk on a 5-foot
ledge. It loops the top of the tower’s main
pod, which is 1,168 feet or 356 meters
above ground. The walkers are attached
to an overhead safety rail via a trolley and
harness system. This experience lasts 90
minutes, with the walk itself lasting about
30 minutes.
Groups of 20 or more can make a
group booking. There’s a dedicated group
check in, and all groups receive Express
Elevation. There is a special lineup for
groups to expedite the trip to the top.
Dining options include 360 The
Restaurant at the CN Tower, VUE Bistros
and Le Café. n
CN Tower
416-601-4707
cntower.ca

GregFrewinTheatre.com

Come for the Falls.
Fall for the History.

Destination Ontario

ON STAGE AT THE
SHAW FESTIVAL

Learn about the Battle of Lundy’s Lane,
the history of the Falls, the early settlers,
industry, bridges, daredevils and more.
Take a walking tour of
Lundy’s Lane Battlefield.
Also visit our other museums Battleground Hotel Museum
and Willoughby Historical Museum.

NOV 13 – DEC 22

Guided Tours, Wheelchair Accessibility, Washrooms,
Free Bus Parking and Gift Shop.
Complimentary Admission for Group Leaders and Drivers.

NOV 16 – DEC 22

PLUS 11 MORE GREAT PLAYS!
April 6 to December 22.

1-800-511-7429
SHAWFEST.COM

905-358-5082

niagarafallsmuseums.ca
Niagara-on-the-Lake, ON
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Salzburg
By Courtney Birchmeier

Austria’s Sound of Music
city hits notes, rain or shine

A

ustria’s fourth-largest city offers
a storybook charm that makes simply
walking the cozy streets of the Old Town an
attraction in itself. Churches, castles, palaces
and baroque architecture are all found in
Salzburg’s historic center, a sight only beaten
by its alpine setting and location on the
Salzach River.
Salzburg is known throughout the world as

a city of music, and for good reason. The city
is the birthplace of Mozart, a fact celebrated
in museums, gift shops, tours and festivals
throughout Salzburg. For me, the draw to
Salzburg was in its connection to The Sound
of Music, the 1965 film starring Julie Andrews
and Christopher Plummer, and the family that
inspired the Academy Award-winning picture.
Continued on page 96
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Salzburg with Salzach river
Salzburg Tourism
grouptourmagazine.com
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Each year, more than 300,000
people choose to visit Salzburg because
of its ties to The Sound of Music, and
I was no exception. My obsession with
the film began when I was a child and
continues to this day.
The film tells the story of Maria,
a young Austrian woman studying to
become a nun in Salzburg in 1938.
She is sent to the villa of a retired naval
officer and widower to be governess to
his seven children. Maria brings music
back into the lives of the children and
the captain and helps them cope with
the loss of their homeland to the Nazis.
Not only is Salzburg home to numerous
filming locations, but it also includes
landmarks of the actual von Trapp family.
It was day 10 of my 14-day European
vacation. The weather so far had been
perfect: not too hot, not too cold, with
clear skies. On this particular day, I was
exploring Salzburg, the city I had been
most excited to see. A glance outside
my hotel window made me stop in my
tracks — rain, and lots of it.
I had high expectations of my only
full day in Salzburg, which was to begin
with a 3½-hour Fräulein Maria’s Bicycle
Tour. As the rain poured down outside
my window, I zipped up my raincoat
and headed to the meeting point near
Mirabell Palace, to see if the “rain or
shine” policy would really hold true.

Fräulein Maria’s
Bicycle Tour
I arrived at the official tour meeting
place completely soaked, but the rain
didn’t seem to faze my tour guides or
fellow riders. Ponchos were handed out
and I was given a bicycle to call my own
for the next three-plus hours.

I took comfort in the fact that Salzburg
has been repeatedly named the “most
bicycle-friendly city” in Austria. I’m no
stranger to biking, but a new city and
endless raindrops streaming down my
glasses had me a little nervous.
The tour took us to more than 20
locations related to the film and the real
von Trapp family.

These are a few of my
favorite things
We began the tour by crossing
the river into Old Town, via the Mozart
Bridge. One of our first stops was
Karajan Square and the “Horse Pond.”
The pond was originally used as a place
to wash the parade horses of the princearchbishops. In the film, Maria and the
children stop to splash in the fountain
near the end of “My Favorite Things.”
From there we rode — I mean pushed
— our bikes up an incredibly steep
pathway leading to Nonnberg Abbey,
which is located above the city at the
foot of Festungsberg Mountain. The
convent is special in that is has both
real-life and film significance. Maria von
Kutschera (the real Maria) was a nun
there and was later married there. Fans
will recognize the site from the “How do
you solve a problem like Maria?” scene
and the escape scene at the end of the
film. After going inside the church, we
took a break to take in the breathtaking
views of Salzburg and the alps. Even on
a rainy day, the views were amazing.
A descent and a short ride led us to
Leopoldskron Palace and its pond, which
now operates as a hotel. It was the setting
for many of the film’s iconic outdoor
scenes — like drinking pink lemonade on
the terrace and when the captain heard
his children sing for the first time.

Clockwise from top: Salzburg Tourism, GTM/Courtney Birchmeier, Salzburg Tourism (2)
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Leopoldskron Palace

The Sound of Music Pavillion
Courtney Birchmeier on
Fräulein Maria’s Bicycle Tour

Mirabell Palace and Gardens

Raindrops on roses
At this point in the tour I was soaked to the
bone, so much so that my new pair of jeans was
beginning to bleed blue dye. After we passed the
palace, we rode along a path through a residential
farming area. It was then when the weather almost
got the best of me. As I pedaled along the dirt
path and the raindrops raced down my lenses, my
mind was running wild with disappointment. “Why
am I putting myself through this?” Of course, I was
comparing my experience with pictures I’d seen
on the tour website, with smiling (and dry) faces,
illuminated by sunlight. I selfishly thought: “How will
these photos look on my Instagram feed?”
Luckily, my mind snapped back pretty quickly.
In the midst of feeling sorry for myself, I took a
true inventory of my surroundings. I was following
the path of one of my favorite characters, passing
by sites I’d seen on screen hundreds of times. I
was lucky to be here, rain or shine.
I wrapped up my internal conflict just in time
for our stop at Frohnburg Palace, which was used
to portray the front of the Von Trapp Villa. Scenes
shot there include Maria’s arrival and when the
family attempted to escape the Nazis by pushing
their car silently out of the gate.
At the end of the path, we stopped at one
of the most anticipated sites, The Gazebo, also
known as The Sound of Music Pavilion. We spent
about 20 minutes there, taking turns getting
photographs with the iconic structure. I could
practically hear “Sixteen Going on Seventeen” as I
posed for my photo.

Residence Fountain, Residenzplatz

Do-Re-Mi
Before we knew it, we had left the countryside
and were back in Old Town. We rode into
Residence Square, or Residenzplatz, and parked
our bikes so we could take a look around. In the
film, Maria crosses the square while singing “I
have Confidence.”
After buying a few souvenirs, we were back
on our bikes. Our last stop was Mirabell Palace
and Gardens, which are seen numerous times in
the film. Maria and the children dance through the
gardens, skip around the Pegasus Fountain, and
jump up and down on the steps like the notes of a
musical scale, all while singing “Do-Re-Mi.”

So long, farewell
As luck would have it, the rain came to an end
just as we parked our bikes back at the meeting
point. Despite the rain, the tour was a great way to
see the sights of Salzburg without the restrictions of
parking a bus. For those wishing to hedge their bets
on staying dry, a handful of The Sound of Musicthemed bus tours are available throughout the city. n
From top: Salzburg Tourism, GTM/Courtney
Birchmeier

View from Nonnberg Abbey
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